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1 General introduction

1.1 Perceptual organization of concurrent sounds

The ability to perceive multiple sound sources in an environment comes naturally to

most people. Even in complex auditory scenes with many concurrent sound sources, like

traffic on a busy street or a symphonic orchestra in a concert hall, it is often possible

to hear out individual sounds and identify their sources. To accomplish this perceptual

organization of the sound sources present in the environment, listeners analyze and

decompose the mixture of sounds that arrives at the ears to estimate the constituent

components that correspond to one acoustic sound source. In the analysis, signal

components that are likely to come from the same source are grouped into a discrete

perceptual unit, termed an auditory object or perceptual stream, that is consequentially

segregated as a whole from the acoustic complex (cf. Bregman, 1990).

The way listeners group the signal components into sources is comparable to the

figure-ground principle for perceptual organization in the visual domain (cf. Rubin,

1915). As in the visual domain, the grouping of acoustic components depends on a

number of cues that adhere to Gestalt-like principles (cf. Wertheimer, 1925), based on

shared features between the components. The components may be grouped on common

spectral cues (the same fundamental frequency or frequency modulation), temporal

cues (the same temporal envelope), or spatial cues (the same interaural differences). In

terms of Gestalt theory, signal components that show proximity, good continuation, or

common fate in the spectral, temporal, or spatial domain are very likely to be grouped

into a single (auditory) object. Once signal components are grouped into an auditory

object, they show belongingness (Bregman and Rudnicky, 1975). Auditory objects are

deemed mutually exclusive, i.e., signal components cannot be part of both figure and

ground at the same time, but can only be part of either figure or ground.

These so-called primitive organization principles work on physical cues and are

assumed to be innate or at least learned shortly after birth by the human hearing

system. Therefore, these principles are subject independent. In contrast to these

primitive organization principles, which occur through bottom-up processing, there are

schema-driven organization principles, thought to reflect top-down processing. These

principles are subject dependent and involve explicit contextual knowledge about the

sound and its source. Such schemata, for instance, allow for phonemic restoration of
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deficient speech by filling in the missing information that can be inferred from the

information in the vocal utterances present (e.g., Warren, 1970).

The parsing of signal components for their perceptual organization does not seem to

rely on selective attention, as the attentional capacity is known to be limited. Therefore,

one is not able to consciously listen to all the individual sounds in street traffic or

interwoven melodic lines in music simultaneously, but to subconsciously perceive the

complete auditory scene while maintaining an ability to selectively focus attention

on one sound or musical element. The primitive grouping of signal components is

considered preattentive (Bregman, 1990), i.e., the perceptual organization of sounds

occurs without conscious involvement from the listener. Attention is thought not to

be required for perceptual organization per se, but only for storing this perceptual

organization in memory (Moore and Egeth, 1997). The apparent contradictory findings

that perceptual grouping is influenced by auditory attention (Carlyon et al., 2001;

Cusack et al., 2004) may then be the result of encoding only the outcome of the task

that was selectively attended in memory, and not the entire outcome of the preattentive

perceptual organization (Wrigley, 2000).

1.2 Temporal cues

A strong cue for the initiation of grouping certain signal components into a new

auditory object are increases in their intensity, from a level below to a level above

detection threshold, within such a time window that these increases are perceived as

being synchronous (cf. Bregman and Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring and Bregman, 1978;

Darwin and Ciocca, 1992; Hukin and Darwin, 1995a). Signal components that have a

synchronous onset are combined to form a perceptual structure, the auditory object,

which is monitored across time. Spectral, temporal, and/or spatial cues that support

the grouping of its components across time then maintain the object. Because the

precise detection of synchronous onsets is a prerequisite for the initial grouping of

signal components to form an auditory object, this detection is considered essential to

the perceptual organization of concurrent sounds. Together with offsets, onsets are the

most obvious temporal cues, although (a)synchronous onsets are a much stronger cue

for perceptual organization than (a)synchronous offsets, as listeners were found to be

less sensitive to the temporal information in signal component offsets than in signal

component onsets (Perrott and Baars, 1974; Bregman et al., 1994b).
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The percept of an onset is commonly defined as the beginning of a discrete event in

an acoustical signal, providing information about when exactly something is happening,

caused by a noticeable change in intensity, pitch or timbre of a sound (e.g., Klapuri,

1999). In other words, an onset can be perceived at the moment a certain level of

energy or change in energy over one or more frequency parts is reached to make it

emerge from its acoustical background, and the new sound can be detected. Although

certainly true from a perceptual point of view, such a definition is somewhat limited

from a physical point of view. Because a discrete acoustical event may not start with

an immediate increase or monotonic rise in intensity, it may take some time for the

physical vibration of the air to be perceived. Therefore, in the context of temporal

perception, a distinction is made between the physical onset, i.e., the moment in time

that a vibration of the air is started, and the perceived onset, i.e., the moment in time

that this vibration is actually detected.

The relationship between a sound’s physical onset and its perceived onset was

systematically studied by Schütte (Schütte, 1976, 1977, 1978a; Terhardt and Schütte,

1976). In his experiments, subjects had to adjust the timing of one of two simultaneously

presented pulse trains with equal period to achieve a regular rhythm from the

alternating pulses of the two trains. The goal of these experiments was to establish

the influence of various acoustic parameters on temporal perception of one train of

test pulses relative to the other train of reference pulses. Schütte established that,

depending on the test pulses’ temporal envelope and duration, the perceptual moment

of occurence, i.e., the perceived onset, of the test pulses did not necessarily coincide

with their physical onsets, but could be displaced up to about 50 ms into the “interior”

of the pulses relative to the reference pulses with rectangular envelope. This was

found to apply to tone and noise pulses, and within certain limits for different levels

and frequencies. From these findings, it was concluded that temporal perception

is dependent on the transient behaviour of the auditory system, meaning that the

perceived onset could be defined as the moment at which a certain percentage of the

maximum of the transient is reached.

In a similar paradigm of adjusting the temporal position of sounds relative to each

other, Vos and Rasch (1981) found that, when subjects were asked to adjust the timing

of musical tones with different rise times so that they were heard equally spaced in time,

the tone onsets were positioned such that the intensity at the beginning of the tones

reached a certain level at regular intervals. Gordon (1987) showed that, for recorded
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orchestral instrument tones of equal pitch, the perceptual attack time, i.e., the time

between the physical and the perceived onset, depends on both rise time and listening

level of the signal. This finding indicates that the slope of the rise function is a key

factor for determining the perceived onset. In addition, duration and spectrum of the

tones were found to act as cues for shifting the perceptual attack time as well, though

they were much less influential than the tones’ level cues.

In line with the above findings, Bregman et al. (1994b) found an apparent trade-off

between rise time and peak amplitude, and also concluded that the rate of rise was

an important factor in evoking an onset response. Because the rate of increase is

independent of the signal-to-noise ratio, it can be determined over a period of time

after a signal emerges from the background noise. Perception of the rate of increase

is suggested to allow differentiation between the sudden increase in energy of a new

auditory object and the slowly changing energy of an existing auditory object, although

any sudden and considerable increase in energy may yield an onset response (Bregman

et al., 1994a). Furthermore, Bregman et al. (1994a) concluded that these onset responses

are triggered at the moment in time when the stimulus reaches a certain amplitude or

amplitude change. These discrete responses, provided a sufficient separation in time,

enable the processing of signal components at a specific spectrotemporal position to be

dominant for a brief period of time.

1.3 Spatial cues

To perceive the spatial location of a sound source, humans make use of the differences

between the signals that are received at the two ears (cf. Blauert, 1997). For most

positions in the three-dimensional field, these binaural signals differ in the time they

arrive at each ear, due to differences in the pathlengths to the two ears, and in the

level of the signal at each ear, due to an attenuation (“acoustic shadow”) caused by

the head. Sound sources are lateralized to the side to which the sound arrives first and

has the highest level, which, in natural conditions, corresponds to the same side. The

smaller the interaural differences, the more medial the sound source is perceived. The

larger the interaural differences, the more lateral the sound source is perceived.

The interaural differences in time and level provide complementary cues for

localization. Localization based on interaural time differences is dominant in the

frequency region below about 1.5 kHz. For higher frequencies, the phase of the signals
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at the two ears is not reliably encoded (Perrott and Nelson, 1969; Bilsen and Raatgever,

1973; Wightman and Kistler, 1992). In addition, sensitivity to changes in the interaural

cross correlation decreases above about 1.5 kHz, when changes in correlation are no

longer detected via correlation of the waveform, but via correlation of the envelope

(Koehnke et al., 1986; van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1995).

Localization based on interaural level differences is most effective in the frequency

range above about 1.5 kHz, where the period of the waveforms is too short to bend the

wave around the head, effectively casting the “shadow” on the contralateral side of the

head. This is in practice, however, a very complex mechanism, as the exact interaural

level difference changes with the position, distance, and frequency content of the sound

source (cf. Shinn-Cunningham et al., 2000). Because interaural level differences depend

on spatial position in a different way than interaural time differences, they assist in

resolving the spatial positions of sound sources that share the same interaural time

difference, which are located on the cones of confusion at both sides of the head. The

interaural differences in time and intensity jointly operate on the entire audible range,

and are the main cues for establishing a sound source’s direction.

To further disambiguate the spatial positions of sound sources that yield the same

interaural differences, the asymmetry of the outer ear (pinnae), head, and torso causes a

spectral transformation of the signal that depends on its direction of origin (cf. Blauert,

1997). For this kind of localization to be effective, which in principle could also be

performed by using only one ear, the listener needs to learn the spectral filtering of

the pinnae and to be able to analyze these spectral cues regardless of the spectrum

of the sound. The combination of the interaural time and level differences and the

direction-dependent peripheral filtering constitutes an accurate system for determining

the spatial position of sound sources.

Spatial cues do not only enable localization of sound sources, they also make the

human auditory system more robust in segregating sounds from complex acoustic

scenes, due to a spatial release from masking, commonly referred to as the binaural

masking level difference or BMLD (Hirsh, 1948; Licklider, 1948). It is computed as

the difference in detection threshold between a specific binaural condition and a

monaural or diotic reference condition. Differences in location of concurrent sound

sources provide the physical parameters to differentiate between sounds in conditions

in which separating multiple sounds would otherwise be difficult, e.g., improve speech

intelligibility in so-called cocktail-party conditions (Cherry, 1953, 1954; Yost, 1997).
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Despite facilitating accurate localization ability and providing spatial release

from masking, interaural differences are not very effective for eliciting simultaneous

organization of signal components having different spatial cues. For instance, two

noisebands with a shared interaural time difference that formed the first two formants

of a vowel could not be grouped by their common spatial cue and segregated

from two competing noisebands with a different spatial cue that formed another

vowel. In contrast, this segregation was possible when a different interaural level

difference was given to each vowel (Culling and Summerfield, 1995). An analogous

set of experiments, with listeners having significantly more experience listening to

similar stimuli, showed that segregation based on more realistic, frequency-dependent

interaural time differences was possible (Drennan et al., 2003). However, results showed

different individual sensitivities to the use of interaural time differences, that was

generally lower than sensitivity to interaural level differences. Presenting a single

vowel component with a large interaural time difference to the contralateral side from

the remaining vowel components produced only a small reduction in its contribution

to the vowel quality (Hukin and Darwin, 1995b; Darwin and Hukin, 1997). This

contribution could be further reduced by cueing this component in a sequence of similar

tones, effectively capturing this component in a different auditory object. Furthermore,

common spatial cues as a grouping cue was found to be inferior to grouping based

on the harmonic relations between the signal components (Buell and Hafter, 1991).

Spatial cues do, however, add to segregation that is established on the basis of temporal

or spectral grouping cues (Shackleton and Meddis, 1992; Darwin and Hukin, 1998).

Also, listeners were shown to use the continuity of interaural time differences as

an important cue for sequential organization of signal components, i.e., tracking an

auditory object across time (Hukin and Darwin, 1995b; Darwin and Hukin, 1997, 1999;

Shinn-Cunningham, 2005).

1.4 Combining temporal and spatial cues

One of the most extensively researched phenomena with regard to perceptual

organization where both temporal and spatial cues play a role is the precedence effect,

i.e., the observation that localization of a sound in a reverberant environment is

mainly determined by the binaural cues of the first-arriving direct sound and nearly

independent of the location of later-arriving reflections (Wallach et al., 1949; Litovsky
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et al., 1999). This effect facilitates efficient spatial listening in enclosed spaces, like in

buildings, where numerous reflections are created by the environment (Haas, 1951).

From measuring the just-noticeable differences in interaural time and intensity of

Gaussian noise bursts of less than 5 ms in continuous low-pass filtered noise, the

interaural sensitivity to changes in both time and intensity was found to follow a

nonmonotonic course after the abrupt onset of a sound (Zurek, 1980). The precedence

effect is thought to be the result of a temporary degradation of interaural sensitivity,

that occurs approximately 0.5 to 10 ms after an abrupt onset. Quantitative measures

for the onset dominance in binaural perception were provided in the form of weighting

functions (Houtgast and Aoki, 1994; Akeroyd and Bernstein, 2001; Stecker and Hafter,

2002), representing the perceptual weight of binaural information as a function of

time after signal onset for a period of about 20 ms after the onset. Research on the

contributions of the onset and the ongoing part of a signal to its lateralization by

interaural onset delays can be divided in experiments that established a strong or a weak

onset effect in comparison to lateralization cues in the ongoing signal (cf. Zurek, 1993).

Strong onset effects were found when an early fine-structure or whole-waveform delay

was applied, which means that the signal to one ear is delayed completely compared

to the other ear. Weak onset effects were found when a gated envelope or carrier delay

was applied, which means that one signal is also delayed compared to the other but

the signals of both ears had simultaneous onsets and offsets.

Other research that involved the processing of both temporal and spatial cues

addressed binaural interference, i.e., the observation that sensitivity to binaural

information of a signal component may be degraded by the conflicting binaural

information of another spectral component. The apparent spatial image of a composite

signal is then based upon the weighted average of the spatial cues of its constituent

components. The perceptual grouping of the signal components that are likely to

come from the same sound source affects their contribution to the lateralization and

provide, therewith, information about the processing of their spatial cues. In the current

context, this comprises the influence of onset (a)synchrony between signal components,

presented in different spectral regions and providing different spatial cues, on the ability

to perceive the spatial cues of a specific target component.

Trahiotis and Bernstein (1990) investigated the influence of diotic and interaurally

uncorrelated flanking noise bands on the threshold interaural time difference of a gated

target noise band. Thresholds were considerably higher when the flanking bands were
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gated synchronously with the target band, compared to the condition where the flanking

bands were presented continuously. This indicates that when a signal component can

be perceived as a separate auditory object, due to an asynchronous onset, its binaural

processing is less affected by other signal components than when it is perceived as

part of an auditory object. Upon varying the onset time of the center component of a

three-component harmonic complex and measuring the sensitivity to its interaural time

differences, Woods and Colburn (1992) found binaural interference in both synchronous

and asynchronous presentations of the center component. Even though asynchronous

conditions yielded two separate auditory objects, only two of the four subjects showed

consistently less interference from the two outer components, while the other two

subjects, despite their ability to also perceive the two auditory objects, showed various

degrees of interference. A similar observation was made in a study by Stellmack and

Dye (1993), in which the threshold interaural time difference for a target component

within an inharmonic complex of six diotic components was found to be unaffected by

asynchrony of the target component for one or two subjects, and even to be increased

for the other, compared to the synchronous-components conditions. Hill (1994) and Hill

and Darwin (1996) also investigated the role of grouping cues on binaural processing

by measuring the lateralization of the center component from a seven-tone harmonic

complex, that could be segregated by a difference of its onset time. In contrast to the

previous findings that binaural interference only occurred in conditions with continuous

interferers, it was shown that small onset asynchronies of the center component from

the complex were sufficient to significantly influence its perceived lateralization.

Adopting a different paradigm to explore binaural interference, Bernstein (1991)

and Bernstein and Trahiotis (1995) made use of the binaural masking level difference

that is based on the processing of a signal’s interaural differences relative to those of the

masker. They measured the influence of the onset asynchrony of an interfering tone with

identical interaural configuration as a dichotic target tone on the detection threshold of

this target tone in a diotic wideband noise. For conditions with simultaneously-gated

target and interferer tones the masking level difference was smaller than for conditions

with a continuous interferer tone. In line with Trahiotis and Bernstein (1990), it

was concluded that continuous presentation of the interferer resulted in less binaural

interference. In the same paradigm, Bernstein and Trahiotis (1993) explored the

temporal cue of the interferer tone’s onset by starting it at various positions before the

target tone. In accordance with the earlier findings of Woods and Colburn (1992), no
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influence of onset asynchrony on the binaural interference was found, and the observed

perceptual segregation of target and interferer tones by onset asynchrony was concluded

to be insufficient, though required, for reducing the interference of spatial cues from

different spectral regions.

Next to the established results for simultaneous grouping cues, Best et al. (2007)

found sequential grouping cues to elicit binaural interference as well, indicating that

grouping cues operate over relatively long time scales in determining how spatial cues

are processed across different spectral regions. It was argued that the above previous

studies show mixed effects of simultaneous grouping cues on binaural interference

and substantial between-subject differences, indicating that listeners may not perform

optimally in such complex tasks, that they differ in their strategies for analytical

listening, or that their susceptability to interference may increase with extended

exposure. Furthermore, it was suggested that for the perception of individual auditory

objects and their spatial cues, the magnitude of the required spatial cues may be

inversely related to the weight of evidence for their presence (Best et al., 2007).

1.5 Outline of this thesis

In all the aforementioned studies, temporal cues, like the acoustic makeup of the onset or

(a)synchrony of signal components, are shown to have an influence on the processing of

spatial cues. Given that spatial cues are inherent to every sound and already present at

the onset, it is unclear whether these spatial cues in their turn influence the processing

of temporal cues. Spatial cues enhance detection of a sound in a masker by a spatial

release from masking, but it is yet unknown whether and to what extent the sound’s

temporal perception is affected in binaural unmasking conditions. Such an influence

may have implications for auditory object formation and speech intelligibility. The

research presented in this thesis was aimed at getting a better understanding of the

contribution of temporal and spatial cues to the perceptual organization of concurrent

sounds. The chapters 2 through 4 describe the experiments that were conducted to gain

further insight in this matter.

In the context of how listeners are able to analyze a complex auditory scene with

multiple concurrent sounds, two issues are addressed in these studies. First, what is the

contribution of the binaural hearing system, which processes the signals’ spatial cues,

to the processing of the signals’ temporal cues, like the onset? In chapter 2, a research
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method is introduced that is based on determining the perceptual center, or perceived

moment of occurrence, of a sound. This method comprises the temporal judgement and

positioning of the onset of a target sound, relative to a regular series of reference sound

onsets, to yield its desired temporal position. By manipulating various parameters of the

sounds, the influence of signal properties on the processing of temporal information can

be investigated. The temporal positioning experiments described in chapter 2 explored

the influence of interaural differences on the temporal perception of noise burst onsets.

The results of the study in this chapter provided details about the contribution of

spatial cues to temporal perception in quiet and in binaural unmasking situations.

The study described in chapter 3 was a continuation of the study presented in

chapter 2. Both studies built on the same experimental framework. Chapter 3 addresses

the question of whether the conclusions drawn from the experimental results of the

study in chapter 2 on the temporal perception of noise burst onsets could be extended

to a wider range of stimulus durations. The same experimental method was used,

but instead of one fixed duration for both target and reference sounds, different

combinations of three durations were applied to the two sounds. The results of this

study led to a better understanding of the perceptual principle behind the experimental

results from both studies.

The second issue addressed deals with the contribution of temporal cues to the

ability to process the binaural information of concurrent sounds. The study described

in chapter 4 took a different approach to the perceptual organization of concurrent

sounds than in the literature and the above studies. It was set up to explore the ability

to segregate and lateralize two spectrally and temporally overlapping sounds with

opposite interaural differences on the basis of a difference in their temporal envelopes.

For successful segregation and processing of the interaural differences of the combined

sounds at both ears, the binaural hearing system must be able to attribute the different

spatial cues to the constituent sounds, using the differences in their temporal envelopes.

The results of the study in this chapter emphasize the contribution of temporal cues

for the processing of spatial cues and the consequential perceptual organization of

concurrent sounds.



2 On the influence of interaural differences

on temporal perception of masked noise

bursts†

In this study, the influence of interaural differences on temporal positioning

of the perceived onset of a dichotic broadband noise target in a diotic

broadband noise masker was explored. Interaural time or level differences,

a combination of these differences, and filtering with head-related transfer

functions were applied to broadband noise bursts, to establish lateralization

in quiet at center and right positions in the lateral plane. While applying

these interaural differences, the subjects’ ability to accurately align the

noise’s onset to the meter of a regular series of diotic reference onsets

was investigated for various signal-to-noise ratios. At high target sensation

levels, mean onset positions were close to physical isochrony and no

systematic differences in temporal positioning due to different interaural

cues were observed. At low target sensation levels, positioning precision

decreased with a decreasing signal-to-noise ratio, and dichotic targets

were positioned less precisely than diotic targets. This reduced temporal

positioning precision could not be attributed to differences in detectability of

the targets just above the threshold, nor could it be conclusively attributed

to a reduction of effective target bandwidth of dichotic broadband targets.

From these results, the reduced precision of temporal perception in binaural

unmasking conditions may be seen as a consequence of temporal integration

in binaural processing.

†This chapter is a modified version of Schimmel, O., and Kohlrausch, A. (2006). “On the influence

of interaural differences on temporal perception of masked noise bursts,” J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 120,

2818–2829.
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2.1 Introduction

Fast increases in intensity of signal components, i.e., onsets, are grouped by the

human hearing system if they have a level above the detection threshold and occur

simultaneously in several spectral regions. Such synchronous onsets are likely to

emanate from the same physical source, and are combined to form a perceptual stream

or auditory object (Bregman, 1990). The detection of these onsets is, therefore, deemed

key to the organization of auditory objects from an acoustic scene.

The perceptual moment of occurrence, i.e., the perceived onset, of a sound depends

on transient behavior of the auditory system (Schütte, 1978b; Zwicker and Fastl, 1999,

pp. 271–275). The perceived onset is regarded as a function of the sound’s duration

and its temporal envelope, and may be defined as the moment at which a certain

percentage of the maximum of the transient is reached. For a sound with an abrupt

onset, the shorter the sound’s duration, the stronger its perceived onset is associated

with its physical onset.

Directional cues also support and enhance perceptual streaming, although the

grouping of signal components is not initiated by common interaural time differences

only (Hill, 1994; Culling and Summerfield, 1995; Darwin and Hukin, 1999). Interaural

differences in time and intensity enable the localization of sound sources, and make

the human auditory system more robust in detecting and segregating sounds from

and within complex acoustic scenes. Much of this ability is due to a spatial release

from masking, commonly referred to as the binaural masking level difference (Hirsh,

1948; Licklider, 1948), which is computed as the difference in the detection threshold

between a specific binaural condition and a monaural or diotic reference condition.

Differences in location of concurrent sound sources provide physical parameters to

support differentiation between sounds in cocktail-party conditions (Cherry, 1953,

1954; Yost, 1997), in which separating spectrally overlapping signal components would

otherwise be difficult. In the present study, it was investigated whether directional cues

of a sound have an influence on perception of a sound’s onset, and consequentially may

influence the organization of auditory objects.

One of the most researched phenomena with regard to interaural differences and the

perception of onsets is the precedence effect, i.e., the observation that localization of a

sound in reverberant environments is mainly determined by the interaural cues of the

first-arriving direct sound with decreased influence of later-arriving reflections (Wallach
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et al., 1949; Litovsky et al., 1999). From measuring the just-noticeable differences in

interaural time and intensity of Gaussian noise bursts of less than 5 ms in continuous

low-pass filtered noise, the precedence effect can be seen as a result of a temporary

degradation of interaural sensitivity between approximately 0.5 to 10 ms after the

immediate onset of a sound (Zurek, 1980).

The influence of a signal’s sensation level on the precedence effect was investigated

by Goverts et al. (2000). Using a 2.4-kHz low-pass filtered 5-ms noise burst with

fixed but ambiguous lateralization cues, they changed the sensation level either by

modifying the signal level in silence or adding a noise masker. The onset dominance

for lateral perception of the stimulus declined at sensation levels below about 30-40 dB

and disappeared completely at 3 dB. Thus, the audibility of a signal’s onset influences

processing of its directional information.

Conversely, an effect of directional information on temporal perception was

established by van Noorden (1975). The dichotic presentation of an alternating tone

sequence of 40-ms tones at 100-ms inter-onset intervals that, in diotic presentation,

yielded a single perceptual stream resulted in two separate perceptual streams in which

the temporal coherence of the original tone sequence was lost. This finding indicated

a difference between within-stream and across-stream temporal judgments, induced by

directional information, that may influence the perception of a sound’s onset.

Furthermore, directional information is likely to affect temporal perception in

masking conditions. Binaural unmasking of the target at low signal-to-noise ratios

depends on the detection of a change in the interaural correlation (Durlach et al.,

1986). This processing requires temporal integration, as it is the change of interaural

differences across time and the inconsistancy of interaural time differences across

frequency that allow the detection of decorrelation. The slow temporal response

of the binaural hearing system to changing directional cues, the so-called binaural

sluggishness, was shown to play a role in binaural detection (Kollmeier and Gilkey,

1990). Directional cues that improve detection through a spatial release from masking

may, therefore, degrade the binaural detection of a decorrelating sound’s onset.

The research presented here was aimed at investigating the influence of interaural

differences on onset perception. The question was addressed whether the availability of

different directional information for two sounds changes the temporal perception of a

sound’s onset compared to a situation without any difference in directional information

between the two sounds.
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2.2 Experiment 1: Temporal positioning at high sensation

levels

This experiment was defined to measure whether specific differences in interaural

parameters between an existing and a newly emerging broadband noise influence the

temporal perception of the new noise’s onset.

2.2.1 Method

Procedure

To determine a sound’s perceived onset, an experimental procedure was adapted

from speech perception research, based on the perceptual center location or perceived

moment of occurence (Marcus, 1976; Pompino-Marschall, 1989). The perceptual center

procedure comprises judging the temporal position of a target sound, and/or moving a

target sound along the time axis of a stimulus, relative to isochronous reference sounds

in the stimulus, in order to find the desired temporal alignment or perceptual center.

These perceptual centers are related to the acoustic makeup of the stimulus. In speech

sounds, for example, they are determined both by the vowel onset and the duration of

the preceding consonants (Marcus, 1976).

Because perceptually regular patterns have regular perceptual centers, perceptual

isochrony can be achieved with physically isochronous onsets of equal-duration reference

and target sounds with identical temporal envelopes. In other words, for perceptually

identical (or at least very similar) sounds, the perception of a target sound’s onset can

be inferred from the accuracy and precision of positioning it to reference sound onsets,

because the perceptual centers of both target and reference sounds relate to their

physical onset in the same way. A systematic shift from physical isochrony may then

be associated with manipulations of the target sound’s physical properties. A monotonic

relationship between temporal positioning precision and the underlying dimension of

onset perception is assumed.

The stimulus structure consisted of a regular series of five clearly audible marker

pulses of which the third marker pulse was omitted, both in quiet and against a

stationary masker. The subjects’ task was to temporally align the target’s onset,

initially positioned randomly around the onset position of the missing third marker

pulse, to the meter of the marker pulse onsets (see Fig. 2.1 for a graphical representation
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Figure 2.1: Example of an acoustic stimulus for the temporal onset positioning experiment. In quiet

or against a stationary masker (as depicted here by the dotted area), a randomly positioned target’s

onset (in white) was to be temporally aligned to the meter of a regular series of reference onsets (in

black), to yield the dependent variable adjusted onset position, quantified as the deviation (∆t) from

physical isochrony (dashed line at 0 ms).

of a stimulus). The time difference between the adjusted temporal position of the

target’s onset from physical isochrony at the temporal center between onsets of

marker pulse two and four was recorded, and served as a quantitative measure for

positioning performance. From these measures, temporal positioning bias and precision

of differently processed targets could be obtained.

The step size for timing adjustments was set to 5 ms, which matches roughly the size

of the just-noticeable difference in perceptual center changes (cf. Marcus, 1976; Schütte,

1976). This value is about half the 10.7-ms just-noticeable difference for displacement

of the fourth tone in an isochronous sequence of six for an inter-onset interval of 500 ms

(Friberg and Sundberg, 1995). The initial random temporal displacements were equally

distributed between -125 ms and 125 ms in steps of 5 ms. The temporal positions

the subjects could adjust were limited to the range between -450 and 450 ms around

physical isochrony.

Subjects controlled the experiment from a computer keyboard. After an initial

playback of the stimulus with a randomly positioned target, the target position could

be adjusted by pressing f (for ‘forward’) or b (for ‘backward’) the number of times

the target was to be shifted by the step size. Confirmation by pressing Enter would

start playback of the stimulus with the target at the new temporal position. This

procedure could be repeated until subjects were satisfied with the target onset’s fit to

the meter of the reference onsets. The final time instant of the target’s onset on the
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time line of the stimulus was then recorded as its perceived moment of occurrence.

Feedback was provided after each condition in the form of a graph, representing the

followed track from the initial temporal displacement to the final temporal position set.

A within-subject experimental design with counterbalanced complete randomization of

all conditions within each experiment was applied, and all conditions were presented

twice to each subject.

The experiment was conducted in an acoustically isolated listening room at the

Philips Research Laboratories in Eindhoven, using a computer running Matlab

software to digitally generate stimuli and automate the experiment and data collection.

Digital stimuli were converted to analog signals by a Marantz CDA-94 two-channel

16-bit digital-to-analog converter at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, and presented to

subjects over Beyer Dynamic DT990 Pro headphones.

Stimuli

Three sounds were used: a continuous masker with a level of 70 dB SPL, four 50-ms

marker pulses with a level of 76 dB SPL, so that they were cleary perceived in the

masker, and a 50-ms target with a level of 70 dB SPL. All sounds were broadband noises

with independent Gaussian probability distributions, covering the frequency range up

to 22.05 kHz, only limited by the frequency response of the headphones. No ramps

were applied to the sounds, so they had abrupt onsets and offsets. The masker and

the marker pulses were presented diotically, i.e., identically at both ears, to establish

lateralization in the center.

The target was presented with different interaural parameters to yield lateralization

in quiet at two different positions, one in the center (diotic conditions) and one to the

far right (dichotic conditions). This was achieved by the controlled manipulation of

interaural time differences, interaural level differences, or by filtering using head-related

transfer functions. The following six lateralization conditions were presented: two diotic

reference conditions, referred to as [C] and [0], and four dichotic conditions, referred to

as [ITD], [ILD], [ITLD], and [90].

The [C] condition comprised an unprocessed target, identical at both ears. In the

[ITD] condition, a time delay was set at 29 samples at 44.1 kHz in the left channel,

approximating a 660-µs lag at the left ear. The signal-to-noise-ratio between the target

and the masker is identical in all frequency channels for both ears, independent of

the differences in directional information, and the contribution of this parameter to
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temporal positioning can be evaluated. In the [ILD] condition, an interaural level

difference was set at 18 dB: target level +9 dB at the right ear, and target level -9 dB

at the left ear. This cue introduces, besides differences in directional information, also

different signal-to-noise-ratios in the two ears. By comparing the result with those of

[ITD], a possible contribution of attending to the ear with the best signal-to-noise-ratio

to temporal positioning can be evaluated. The [ITLD] condition combined interaural

differences of the [ITD] and [ILD] condition, to evaluate possible interactions between

the interaural time and level differences. The diotic [0] and dichotic [90] conditions were

computed from head-related impulse responses at 0◦ and 90◦ of the HEAD acoustics

HMS II artificial head (Blauert et al., 1998), to evaluate whether temporal positioning

is influenced when the target is supported by the most realistic simulation of the human

auditory system for localization.

Subjects

Eleven male subjects participated voluntarily in the experiment. All subjects had

previous experience in listening tests and reported normal hearing. Training was

thought not to be required, because the procedure allowed the subjects to adjust the

stimuli for as long as necessary to reach a high confidence level about the temporal

onset position before continuing with the next condition.

2.2.2 Results

All 22 adjustments (2 adjustments for 11 subjects) for each condition (6 lateralizations

at 2 target sensation levels) were pooled, because the between-subject variability was

smaller than the within-subject variability. The pooled data were scanned for severe

outliers (onset positions at more than 3 times the interquartile range of the pooled

data), and 2 severe outliers out of the 264 adjustments were removed from the results.

Table 2.1 shows the mean and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset

positions. The columns display the six lateralization conditions, the rows indicate the

conditions in quiet and in noise. Negative means indicate that onsets were positioned

earlier than the physical isochrony imposed by the marker pulses, positive means

indicate that onsets were positioned later than physical isochrony.

Table 2.1 shows that mean onset positions for all lateralization conditions, both

in quiet and in noise, were generally close to physical isochrony at 0 ms and had
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Table 2.1: Mean values and, in brackets, standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions

(in ms), for each lateralization condition in quiet and in a noise masker. Negative means indicate

that onsets were positioned earlier than physical isochrony, positive means indicate that onsets were

positioned later than physical isochrony.

[C] [ITD] [ILD] [ITLD] [0] [90]

−3.2 −6.2 −9.3 −6.0 −4.3 −5.0
In quiet

(7.6) (12.2) (9.6) (11.2) (11.9) (11.7)

2.0 −0.9 8.4 5.0 −0.5 1.1
In noise

(13.0) (14.5) (14.6) (14.1) (11.8) (14.1)

Mean −0.6 −3.5 −0.5 −0.5 −2.4 −1.9

grand means just below zero. The 95%-confidence intervals of the mean onset positions

for each lateralization condition in quiet and in noise revealed that all four dichotic

conditions in quiet and the [ILD] condition in noise had means that are significantly

different from physical isochrony.

Because the primary interest was in the temporal positioning precision, the standard

deviations of the adjusted onset positions were used for further analysis. Standard

deviations were roughly between 8 and 12 ms in quiet, and between 12 and 15 ms

in noise, suggesting an influence of adding the noise masker. A statistical analysis of

the difference between variances was performed using paired comparisons of F ratios,

using a 5% level of significance and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

The paired comparisons showed that the introduction of the noise masker significantly

reduced temporal positioning precision from the condition in quiet only in the [C]

conditions (F(21,21) = 2.94, p = 0.018). Both in quiet and in noise, results for all six

lateralization conditions were statistically identical to each other.

2.2.3 Discussion

Statistically significant biases from physical isochrony were observed for all four dichotic

conditions in quiet. This finding suggests an effect of lateralization cues. Due to different

perceived locations, two independent perceptual streams for markers and target may

have been formed in which temporal coherence was compromised, i.e., across-stream

judgments of temporal position were worse than within-stream judgments (cf. van

Noorden, 1975). Although these biases were found to be statistically relevant based
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on the derived standard error of the mean, they were considered to be perceptually

irrelevant because their differences from physical isochrony were smaller than the

standard deviations of their underlying distributions. In terms of a d’ analysis, all these

bias values were below a d’ value of one, as was the d’ value of the [ILD] condition in

noise. Therefore, a systematic bias in temporal positioning for any of the lateralization

conditions was not supported by these data. Thus, if the target indeed formed a separate

perceptual stream on the basis of different lateralization cues, temporal perception of

its onset was not noticeably influenced in the procedure used.

Standard deviations indicated similar temporal positioning precision in quiet and

in the presence of the noise masker, regardless of interaural differences. An overall

comparison of diotic versus dichotic conditions did not reveal a systematic influence of

interaural differences on temporal positioning precision. In the case of the [C] condition,

the unprocessed target was most similar to the diotic markers, so finding the most

precise temporal positioning in quiet here may not be surprising.

The results of this experiment provide the baseline for temporal positioning

performance. The following experiment examined temporal positioning performance

at low target sensation levels, where lateralization ability by onset cues was shown to

break down (Goverts et al., 2000).

2.3 Experiment 2A: Threshold measurements

This experiment measured masked threshold levels of diotic and dichotic broadband

noise targets in a diotic broadband noise masker, which were needed as reference data

for the next temporal positioning experiment at equal target sensation levels.

2.3.1 Method

Procedure

A three-interval, three-alternative forced-choice procedure with an adaptive level

adjustment was used in a within-subject experimental design with counterbalanced

complete randomization, to measure the individual detection threshold levels for various

target conditions. The subjects’ task was to identify the interval containing the target.

Feedback was provided after each trial. The masker level was 70 dB SPL throughout

the experiment, as was the initial target level. The target level was adjusted according
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to a two-down one-up rule, to track the 70.7%-correct response level (Levitt, 1971). To

increase efficiency of the procedure, the initial step size of 8 dB was halved after every

second reversal, and was kept constant once it had reached 1 dB. After eight reversals

at the 1-dB step size, the median of these eight levels was calculated to estimate the

threshold. Each condition was repeated four times for each subject. The same equipment

and facility were used as in the previous experiment.

Stimuli

Two sounds were used: a long-duration masker and a short target. Both target and

masker sounds consisted of broadband noise, with independent Gaussian probability

distributions, covering the frequency range up to 22.05 kHz, only limited by the

frequency response of the headphones. No ramps were applied to the sounds, so they

had abrupt onsets and offsets.

The masker had a duration of 400 ms, a level of 70 dB SPL, and was presented

diotically. The three masker intervals were separated by 100 ms of silence. The 50-ms

noise target was added to the temporal center of one of the maskers. Noise masker

waveforms were identical in all intervals within a trial†.

The noise target was set at two positions in the lateral plane, one in the center (diotic

conditions) and one to the far right (dichotic conditions), by the same manipulations of

interaural time differences, interaural level differences, combination of interaural time

and level differences, and head-related transfer functions described for experiment 1.

Subjects

The same 11 subjects participated in this experiment. Again training was thought not

to be required, as the procedure allowed straightforward selection of one interval being

different from the other two (if detection occurred), without depending on the ability

to consistently label the difference.

†There was no particular motivation for using the same noise instead of three independent noises

within each trial. There is good reason to conclude that this choice did not affect detection thresholds

systematically. In an experiment using independent noises within each trial (Kohlrausch and Schimmel,

2006), that measured detection thresholds for similar 40-ms noise targets in identical [C], [ITD], and

[ILD] conditions, statistically identical thresholds to those of the current experiment were found.
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Figure 2.2: Mean and standard deviations of the masked threshold levels (in dB, as spectral power

ratio between target and masker) for each lateralization condition, based on data of 11 subjects with

4 measurements each. The lower threshold levels of the dichotic conditions ([ITD], [ILD], [ITLD],

and [90]) compared to their reference diotic conditions ([C] and [0]) reflect the binaural masking level

difference from the application of interaural differences on the target.

2.3.2 Results

Results of all subjects were pooled, because the between-subject variability (standard

deviations across the mean values of the subjects) was similar to the within-subject

variability. Figure 2.2 displays the mean and standard deviation of the masked

threshold levels for each lateralization condition, based on data of 11 subjects with

4 measurements each. Threshold levels are expressed in dB as signal-to-overall-noise

spectral power ratio between target and masker.

Mean masked threshold levels for the dichotic conditions ([ITD], [ILD], [ITLD], and

[90]) were considerably lower than for both diotic reference conditions ([C] and [0]).

Compared to the [C] condition, the threshold level for the [ITD] condition was about

9 dB lower, and for the [ILD] condition about 14 dB lower. There were clear differences

in the effects of manipulating ITD and ILD; although both cue manipulations caused

the target to be lateralized to the far right, thresholds were about 4 dB lower in the [ILD]

condition than in the [ITD] condition. In the [ITLD] condition, with both interaural

time and level differences present, the threshold was about 1 dB lower than in the [ILD]

condition, the condition with the lowest thresholds for the separate lateralization cues.
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Target presentations with head-related transfer functions yielded a threshold about

3 dB lower in the [0] condition compared to the [C] condition. The average difference

in threshold level of about 11 dB between the [0] and [90] conditions was smaller than

the difference of about 15 dB between the [C] and the [ITLD] conditions.

2.3.3 Discussion

The [C] condition without any interaural time or level differences had the highest

detection threshold. Because the signal was identical in both ears, with a bandwidth

identical to the masker, detection had to occur on the basis of temporal-profile cues, i.e.,

an increase in level for the period of the target being present (Green, 1988; Heinz and

Formby, 1999). The calculated level increase of adding a 66.5-dB noise target to a 70-dB

noise masker is 1.6 dB. This value is in line with other measured increment-detection

thresholds of about 2 dB for 40-ms and 60-ms spectrally-matching broadband noises

(Heinz and Formby, 1999).

As expected, targets with interaural differences were detected at lower levels.

Thresholds for dichotic conditions with only a 660-µs interaural time difference on

the target ([ITD]) were 9 dB lower than for the diotic reference condition ([C]). For

these stimuli, the cue for detection was likely the interaural decorrelation caused by

the addition of the target to the masker (i.e., a change in the perceived width of the

masker), rather than a monaural change as in the [C] condition. Binaural interaction

for detection of decorrelation needed to be present to account for the 9-dB reduction

in detection threshold.

Applying interaural level differences to the target ([ILD]) shifted the detection

threshold by about -14 dB. Because of the imposed interaural level differences in the

target, the signal-to-noise ratio in the right ear was 9 dB larger than for a diotic

target. However, the threshold was 14 dB lower, showing an additional 5-dB shift of

the threshold that could not be attributed to the signal-to-noise ratio at the better ear.

Again, binaural interaction for the detection of decorrelation needed to be present to

account for the additional 5-dB reduction in threshold beyond any better-ear effect.

The same was then true for the combination of interaural time and level differences

([ITLD]), which yielded a shift in detection threshold of about 15 dB.

In order to evaluate binaural detection cues, the change in interaural correlation

(∆ρ) for the [ILD] and [ITD] conditions was computed using the formulas from

van de Par and Kohlrausch (1995). For the [ILD] condition, this change is by definition
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constant across the whole frequency range, regardless of the signal bandwidth. For the

mean threshold of -17.4 dB, ∆ρ amounted to 0.05. For the lowest and highest individual

threshold values, ∆ρ amounted to 0.029 and 0.075, respectively. No comparable data

on ∆ρ sensitivity for broadband noise signals with bandwidth similar to that used in

the current experiment were found in the literature. The data of Gabriel and Colburn

(1981) for detecting a change in correlation for a reference correlation of one showed

an increase of ∆ρ with increasing noise bandwidth. For a noise of 4.5 kHz width, the

threshold ∆ρ values of the two observers amounted to 0.02 and 0.03, about a factor 2

lower than the present results. This remaining factor may be explained by the shorter

duration of the 50-ms signals used in the current experiment, compared to the 300-ms

signals used in Gabriel and Colburn (1981). Koehnke et al. (1986) obtained data for ∆ρ

thresholds of 1/3-octave-wide diotic noise bands centered at 500 and 4000 Hz. The mean

values of ∆ρ were 0.022 and 0.092, respectively. There was considerable inter-subject

variability in their data, leading to a range from 0.006 to 0.075 for ∆ρ at 500 Hz, which

is consistent with the range found for the broadband data in the current experiment.

The analysis of the [ITD] data in terms of ∆ρ was more complicated, because for a

fixed signal level ∆ρ depends on the frequency. Therefore, the analysis was performed

for critical-band-wide noise at various frequencies. The mean threshold value of -13.0 dB

led to the following values of ∆ρ at 200, 500, and 800 Hz: 0.016, 0.071, and 0.095. The

value did further increase at higher frequencies. Due to the loss of phase locking, which

will start somewhere around 1 kHz, and the fact that the change in envelope correlation,

which is the only cue at high frequencies, is much smaller than the change in waveform

correlation at high frequencies (van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1995), these values will

not be considered further. The values of ∆ρ in individual low-frequency filters were

of similar magnitude as for the [ILD] data, and were close to the values found in the

literature. This analysis of the thresholds in terms of ∆ρ was also supported by the high

correlation between individual data for [ITD] and [ILD] conditions, with a correlation

coefficient of 0.93. Thus, it can be concluded that detection of the dichotic targets was

mediated by changes in the interaural correlation.

In the case of applying head-related transfer functions to the target, i.e., filtering

with a frequency dependent filter, signal-to-noise ratios were no longer the same in

all auditory filters. In the [0] condition, the threshold for detection was about 3 dB

lower than in the [C] condition, suggesting a release from masking as an effect of

this filtering that introduced considerable amplification and attenuation in different
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frequency regions of the target sound. For instance, at 1, 3, 5 and above 10 kHz there

were peaks in the frequency spectrum of 3 dB or more, relative to the specified level,

which may account for the 3-dB reduction in detection threshold.

The detection threshold of the [90] condition was measured to be about -17 dB

relative to the 70-dB noise masker, indicating a masking level difference between [0]

and [90] conditions of about 11 dB. Relative level increases of the target in this condition

were approximately 8 dB at 1, 7, and roughly between 10 and 16 kHz. A better-ear

effect, therefore, could not completely explain this shift in threshold, and again binaural

interaction for the detection of decorrelation needed to be present to account for the

11-dB reduction in threshold relative to the [0] condition.

The threshold of the [0] condition, about -6 dB relative to the 70-dB noise masker,

was comparable to the result obtained by Braasch and Hartung (2002) for detection

of a 200-ms broadband noise target in a 500-ms broadband noise masker in a free-field

anechoic condition. The detection threshold of the [90] condition, however, was about

5 dB higher than found by Braasch and Hartung (2002) for presentation of noise targets

at an angle of 90◦ in a diotic noise masker. This difference may be explained by the

difference between the 50-ms target duration in the current experiment versus the

200-ms target duration in the Braasch and Hartung study.

The difference in threshold between the [ITLD] condition and its reference [C]

condition was about 15 dB, between the [90] condition and its reference [0] condition

about 11 dB. These threshold differences concur with the maximum release from

masking (10-15 dB) for out-of-phase tones in diotic broadband noise (N0Sπ) at signal

frequencies below 500 Hz (cf. Durlach and Colburn, 1978).

2.4 Experiment 2B: Temporal positioning at low sensation

levels

This experiment measured whether specific differences in interaural parameters between

an existing and an added broadband noise influence the ability to temporally position

the perceived onset of the new noise at low target sensation levels.
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2.4.1 Method

Procedure

The same temporal positioning procedure as in experiment 1 was used. The only

difference was a systematic variation of the target level.

Stimuli

The same three sounds were used: a continuous diotic masker with a level of 70 dB

SPL, four 50-ms diotic marker pulses with a level of 76 dB SPL, and a 50-ms target

with the same six lateralization conditions as in the previous experiments, at various

sensation levels. Seven different sensation levels were applied to the noise target: from

0 through 6 dB relative to detection thresholds of the noise target, as measured for

each lateralization condition and subject in experiment 2A. By choosing target levels

relative to the threshold for each lateralization condition and subject, target sensation

levels were equal in all lateralization conditions and data could be compared between

conditions and subjects.

subjects

The same 11 subjects participated in this experiment.

2.4.2 Results

The 22 adjustments (2 adjustments for 11 subjects) for each condition (6 lateralizations

at 7 target sensation levels) were pooled, because the between-subject variability was

smaller than the within-subject variability. The pooled data were scanned for severe

outliers, and 11 severe outliers out of the 924 adjustments were removed from the

results. Table 2.2 shows the mean and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal

onset positions. The columns display the six lateralization conditions, the rows display

target sensation levels 0 through 6 dB.

Table 2.2 shows that onset positions for both diotic conditions were distributed

rather symmetrically around physical isochrony at 0 ms, with grand means just above

zero, whereas onset positions of all four dichotic conditions had negative grand means

(i.e., their onsets were positioned earlier than physical isochrony) of about -10 ms. The

95%-confidence intervals of the mean onset positions for each lateralization condition
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Table 2.2: Mean values and, in brackets, standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions

(in ms), for each lateralization condition and target sensation level.

[C] [ITD] [ILD] [ITLD] [0] [90]

−0.7 −5.0 −7.3 −3.4 0.0 −3.4
6 dB

(12.7) (13.2) (20.1) (20.2) (15.8) (27.9)

3.2 7.1 −5.0 −4.5 2.5 −0.2
5 dB

(12.5) (17.6) (19.3) (29.0) (8.4) (20.8)

5.0 5.0 −9.1 −5.2 −3.0 −8.6
4 dB

(15.4) (27.9) (19.9) (24.4) (14.2) (30.2)

−0.7 −5.0 −9.0 −12.5 −2.3 −9.8
3 dB

(15.5) (25.9) (33.2) (35.3) (15.7) (38.6)

1.1 −28.3 3.0 −5.7 1.4 −8.6
2 dB

(17.9) (33.7) (40.1) (30.5) (23.7) (49.9)

−0.7 3.2 −15.0 −19.1 10.9 −22.4
1 dB

(26.9) (53.6) (65.3) (50.2) (57.5) (67.7)

−4.0 −16.1 −29.0 −27.7 9.5 −24.5
0 dB

(51.8) (53.3) (54.9) (52.5) (75.1) (64.7)

Mean 0.5 −5.6 −10.2 −11.2 2.7 −11.1

and target sensation level revealed 4 of the 42 conditions to have means that are

significantly different from physical isochrony. Three conditions indicated a bias of

about -28 ms ([ITD] at 2 dB, [ILD] at 0 dB, and [ITLD] at 0 dB) and one of about

-9 ms ([ILD] at 4 dB).

Because interest was in temporal positioning precision, the standard deviations were

used for further analysis. Figure 2.3 gives a graphical overview of standard deviations

for the six lateralization conditions. The abscissa shows target sensation level (in dB)

relative to the detection threshold in the 70-dB noise masker, and the ordinate shows

standard deviation (in ms). The six lines connecting different symbols represent results

for each lateralization condition. The dashed line at 74 ms represents the calculated

standard deviation of the random distribution of initial onset positions (between -125

and 125 ms around physical isochrony), i.e., the line to which the standard deviations

would converge if no temporal adjustments were made.
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Figure 2.3: Standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (ordinate) versus the target

sensation level (abscissa), for six different lateralization conditions. Target sensation levels are relative

to the detection threshold in the 70-dB noise masker. The dashed line at 74 ms represents the calculated

standard deviation of the random distribution of initial onset positions.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, standard deviations were lowest at the highest target

sensation levels. With a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio between target and masker,

standard deviations systematically increased for all lateralization conditions. However,

standard deviations for dichotic conditions with interaural differences (filled markers)

increased faster than those of diotic conditions without interaural differences (open

markers). At the detection threshold (0 dB), results had some intrinsic randomness due

to the 70.7%-correct level of the procedure to establish the thresholds. Differences in

standard deviation between diotic and dichotic conditions are best observed at target

sensation levels of 2 through 5 dB. Please keep in mind that results of the dichotic

conditions at equal target sensation levels were obtained at much lower absolute target

levels than in the diotic conditions, reflecting the binaural masking level difference.
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A statistical analysis of the difference between variances was performed using the

same paired comparisons of F ratios as in experiment 1. When comparing variances

at each target sensation level from 2 through 5 dB, 19 out of 32 comparisons showed

significant differences in distributions of adjusted onset positions between the 2 diotic

conditions and the 4 dichotic conditions (F(19/20/21,20/21) ≥ 3.33, p ≤ 0.009). In the

same 2 through 5 dB range, the two diotic conditions were statistically identical at

each target sensation level, as were the four dichotic conditions.

2.4.3 Discussion

Mean differences from physical isochrony, as seen in Table 2.2, were all smaller than

their corresponding standard deviations of the underlying distributions, indicating

no perceptually relevant bias in temporal positioning for any of the lateralization

conditions. These standard deviations increased toward detection threshold, indicating

that temporal positioning precision deteriorated when it became increasingly difficult

to detect the noise target in the noise masker, regardless of interaural differences. This

general deterioration may be due to the transient behavior of the auditory system, in

which a lower signal-to-noise ratio results in shallower transients and a consequential

disassociation of the perceived onset with the physical onset (cf. Schütte, 1978b).

When comparing standard deviations at each target sensation level, significant

differences between diotic and dichotic conditions at target sensation levels 2 through

5 dB were found in the paired comparisons of the data shown in Fig. 2.3. At these target

sensation levels, results of the four dichotic conditions (filled symbols) showed worse

temporal positioning precision than their diotic reference counterparts (open symbols).

Results of the two diotic conditions were similar, as were results of the four dichotic

conditions. By maintaining equal sensation levels, these findings led to the conclusion

that there was an effect of interaural differences on temporal positioning precision at

low sensation levels.

Three explanations for this influence of interaural differences on the temporal

positioning precision are possible. First, binaural unmasking of the target at low

signal-to-noise ratios depends on detecting interaural decorrelation. The temporal

integration required to process the decorrelation of a dichotic target in a binaural

unmasking condition, i.e., binaural sluggishness, may then yield more ambiguous and

insufficient temporal cues to perceive the target’s onset and precisely position it to the

isochronous pattern of markers.
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Table 2.3: Slopes of the psychometric functions fitted to the threshold detection data (in % correct/dB),

at the 70.7%-correct level, for each lateralization condition.

[C] [ITD] [ILD] [ITLD] [0] [90]

Slope 16.1 13.6 12.9 12.4 18.4 10.7

Second, the differences in temporal positioning precision may be caused by

differences in detectability of the noise target at low sensation levels, just above

the detection threshold. If there are differences in the slopes of the psychometric

functions of the lateralization conditions at the threshold level, this would mean that in

lateralization conditions with steeper slopes, (onset) detection at a specific target level

just above threshold is more successful, i.e., it occurs at a higher percentage correct of

the psychometric function, than in conditions with shallower slopes.

In order to check whether the difference in temporal positioning precision between

diotic and dichotic listening conditions was attributable to detectability of the target at

low sensation levels, psychometric functions were reconstructed for each lateralization

condition from adaptive procedure data of the threshold detection experiment.

Individual detection data were first transposed in level to have the same 0-dB target

level at the 70.7%-correct point, and then pooled across subjects. A Weibull function

was fitted to the data, and slopes at the 70.7%-correct level were calculated (cf.

Wichmann and Hill, 2001). Table 2.3 shows the slopes of the psychometric functions

at the 70.7%-correct level for each lateralization condition.

From earlier research on the relation between the detectability and the energy of

a signal for various interaural phase conditions (e.g., Egan et al., 1969; Green, 1966;

Mulligan and Cornelius, 1972), the shapes of the psychometric function were expected

to be comparable, except for an attenuation constant reflecting the binaural masking

level difference. However, as can be seen in Table 2.3, slopes at the 70.7%-correct level

of both diotic conditions were somewhat steeper (16.4 and 18.4%/dB) than those of the

dichotic conditions (13.6, 12.9, 12.4, and 10.7%/dB), meaning that in diotic conditions

detection at a fixed level just above the detection threshold was slightly easier than in

dichotic conditions. These differences between diotic and dichotic condition slopes (at

a maximum ratio of about two, between the [0] and [90] conditions) were, nonetheless,

too small to conclusively account for differences between diotic and dichotic conditions
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in temporal positioning precision. At target sensation levels of 2 through 5 dB, the

percentage correct at these levels was well above 90% in all six lateralization conditions.

So, despite the fact that the slopes of the constructed psychometric functions were

different, it was concluded that the differences in the temporal positioning precision

between diotic and dichotic conditions were not simply an issue of detectability.

When comparing slopes of the dichotic conditions with slope data from previous

research (cf. Durlach et al., 1986), values of the broadband signals here (between 10

and 14%/dB) were considerably higher than those of tonal and narrowband signals in

noise maskers (between 3 and 8%/dB in the vicinity of the 75%-correct level). It has

been argued before (Hicks and Buus, 2000), that psychometric functions for signals

covering several auditory filters are steeper than those for signals covering only one

auditory filter, like pure-tone signals, and the obtained results seem to support this

expectation. In this light, one may also speculate that steeper slopes in the diotic

conditions, compared to the dichotic conditions, were a result of a larger number of

excited filters in the former conditions, which leads to the third possible explanation

for the difference in positioning precision.

Third, the influence of interaural differences on temporal positioning precision

may be the consequence of a bandwidth effect. It is known that localization based

on fine-structure ITDs only operates in the frequency region below approximately

1.5 kHz. For higher frequencies, the phase of the signal at the two ears cannot

be compared anymore, and fine-structure information of the input waveform is

gradually lost (Bilsen and Raatgever, 1973; Wightman and Kistler, 1992). Furthermore,

sensitivity to changes in the interaural correlation decreases above about 1.5 kHz, when

correlation changes are no longer detected via the waveform correlation, but only via

the envelope correlation (Koehnke et al., 1986; van de Par and Kohlrausch, 1995). It

can therefore be assumed that, in the dichotic target conditions applying interaural

time differences, high-frequency parts of the broadband target do not contribute

much, and low-frequency parts are dominant in detection and lateralization. Because

detection in the other dichotic conditions is also mediated by changes in correlation,

it may be concluded that only a small part of the broadband lateralized target

contributed to detection just above threshold, in contrast to the diotic condition, in

which high-frequency channels contribute to detection as well. The hypothesis is that

also in temporal positioning at low sensation levels the effective target bandwidth

differs between diotic and dichotic conditions, and that temporal positioning becomes
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more difficult when the target bandwidth is reduced. If this assumption is correct, it

is expected that temporal positioning precision in a diotic condition at low sensation

levels decreases if the target bandwidth is reduced by low-pass filtering. When the

target bandwidth in the diotic condition matches the presumed effective bandwidth

in a dichotic condition, the precision in these conditions should agree. Furthermore,

positioning precision in the dichotic condition should not be affected by low-pass

filtering, because the removed high-frequency parts did not contribute to positioning

the broadband target’s onset. To investigate a possible effect of target bandwidth, the

experiments as described in the sections before were repeated with low-pass filtered

noise targets of two different bandwidths.

2.5 Experiment 3A: Threshold measurements of filtered

targets

This experiment measured detection thresholds of diotic and dichotic low-pass filtered

noise targets in a diotic broadband noise masker, to serve as reference data for the

next temporal positioning experiment, which used different target bandwidths at equal

sensation levels.

2.5.1 Method

Procedure

The same three-alternative forced-choice procedure with adaptive level adjustment

was used to establish individual detection thresholds of low-pass filtered noise targets.

Measurements were limited to the [C], [ITD], and [ILD] conditions.

Stimuli

Two different low-pass filtered noise targets were realized by filtering a broadband

noise target generated at 70 dB SPL by performing a Fast Fourier Transform, zeroing

all signal content above 1.5 kHz or above 750 Hz and applying an inverse Fast Fourier

Transform. Target duration was again 50 ms, without onset and offset ramps, but the

onset was limited in steepness by the spectral filtering.
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Subjects

This experiment employed a subset of 9 of the 11 subjects that participated in the

previous experiments.

2.5.2 Results

Results for all subjects were pooled, because the between-subject variability was similar

to the within-subject variability. Figure 2.4 gives an overview of the mean and standard

deviation of the masked threshold levels for each lateralization condition and target

bandwidth, based on the data of nine subjects with four measurements each. Threshold

levels are expressed in dB as the spectral power ratio between the low-frequency parts of

the signal and masker. Displayed are thresholds for the [C], [ITD], and [ILD] conditions

for broadband target conditions from the previous threshold detection experiment for

the nine subjects involved in the current experiment, and 1500-Hz and 750-Hz low-pass

filtered target conditions.

The mean masked thresholds for the low-pass filtered [C] condition were 2.2 dB

(1500-Hz low-pass filtered) and 3.5 dB (750-Hz low-pass filtered) higher than for their

corresponding broadband condition. Differences for the two dichotic conditions were

smaller: mean thresholds for the low-pass filtered [ITD] condition were 0.2 dB (1500-Hz

low-pass filtered) and 0.7 dB (750-Hz low-pass filtered) lower than for the broadband

[ITD] condition, mean thresholds for the low-pass filtered [ILD] conditions were equal

to (1500-Hz low-pass filtered) and 0.5 dB lower (750-Hz low-pass filtered) than for the

broadband [ILD] condition.

Analysis of variance on the mean thresholds found significant differences between

lateralization conditions (F(2,72) = 1437.95, p < 0.001) and between target bandwidths

(F(2,72) = 3.63, p = 0.031), as well as a significant interaction between the lateralization

condition and target bandwidth (F(4,72) = 9.68, p < 0.001). Tukey HSD post-hoc

comparisons showed significant differences between all three lateralization conditions,

and significant differences between the broadband target condition and the 1500-Hz

low-pass filtered target condition. When comparing target bandwidths for each

lateralization condition, significant differences were found between the broadband

target condition and both low-pass filtered target conditions in the [C] condition.
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Figure 2.4: Mean and standard deviations of the masked threshold levels (in dB, as spectral power

ratio between the low-frequency parts of signal and masker) for three lateralization conditions and

three target bandwidths, based on data of nine subjects with four measurements each.

2.5.3 Discussion

The main difference with the detection measured in experiment 2A was that, because of

the 1500-Hz and 750-Hz low-pass filtering, also spectral cues were introduced. In order

to evaluate a possible influence of these spectral cues on detection of the target in the

diotic [C] condition, the current results were compared to values that may be expected

based on earlier experiments about spectral integration (Green, 1958; Langhans and

Kohlrausch, 1992). From these experiments, a theoretical threshold increase of about

1.5 dB for each halving of the number of stimulated auditory filters would be expected

when thresholds are expressed as power density. The three target bandwidths used in

the current experiment matched about 42 ERB, 19 ERB, and 14 ERB, and showed

threshold increases of 2.2 dB and 3.5 dB, respectively. These threshold increases agree

with the expected values, leading to the conclusion that subjects did not use spectral

cues for detection but only level cues originating from the presence of the diotic target.

The detection for the two dichotic conditions was not influenced by the low-pass

filtering of the target. This finding suggests that high-frequency parts of the broadband

noise target did not contribute to detection in the [ITD] conditions, and is in line with

the well-established decrease in BMLD above about 500-700 Hz. Also in the [ILD]
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condition, low-pass filtering of the noise target did not have a statistically significant

effect on the required level for detection. This lack of influence of the high-frequency

component may, on a first view, be surprising because interaural level differences were

identical in all excited auditory filters. However, detection of the target depended,

in addition to level differences, also on changes in the interaural correlation from

combining the target and masker. At high frequencies above about 1.5 kHz, only changes

in the envelope correlation were available for the binaural analysis. It has been shown

by van de Par and Kohlrausch (1995) that for a given target-to-masker ratio, changes

in the envelope correlation for Gaussian signals are much smaller than changes in the

waveform correlation. Therefore, also in the [ILD] condition, high-frequency channels

contributed much less to target detectability than low-frequency channels. In summary,

these detection data support the hypothesis that the “effective” target bandwidth at low

sensation levels was indeed much narrower for dichotic targets than for diotic targets.

2.6 Experiment 3B: Temporal positioning of filtered targets

This experiment was defined to investigate a potential influence of the target bandwidth

on temporal onset positioning performance of broadband noises at equal low target

sensation levels, due to the supposed dominance of the low-frequency region in

lateralization and in binaural unmasking.

2.6.1 Method

Procedure

The temporal positioning procedure was repeated for the 1500-Hz and 750-Hz low-pass

filtered noise targets, at target sensation levels relative to the new detection thresholds.

All experimental settings remained the same as in the previous experiments.

Stimuli

The same noise masker and marker pulses were used: a continuous diotic masker with a

level of 70 dB SPL and four 50-ms diotic marker pulses with a level of 76 dB SPL, but

this time in combination with 50-ms, 1500-Hz and 750-Hz low-pass filtered targets. The

same three lateralization conditions as in experiment 3A were applied to the targets.

The noise target was presented at five sensation levels: from 0 through 3 dB relative
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to detection thresholds of the low-pass filtered noise targets, as measured for each

condition and subject, and at 70 dB SPL in quiet.

Subjects

The same subset of nine subjects participated in the experiment.

2.6.2 Results

All 18 adjustments (2 adjustments for 9 subjects) for each condition (3 lateralizations

and 2 bandwidths at 5 target sensation levels) were pooled, because the between-subject

variability was smaller than the within-subject variability. The pooled data were

scanned for severe outliers, and 8 severe outliers out of the 810 adjustments were

removed from the results. Temporal positioning performance of the 1500-Hz and 750-Hz

low-pass filtered noise target is shown in Table 2.4, as are results of the broadband

condition from previous experiments for the nine subjects involved in the current

experiment. Displayed for each condition are the mean and standard deviation of the

adjusted temporal onset positions. The different rows indicate target sensation levels

relative to the detection threshold in the noise masker for that particular lateralization

condition (0 through 3 dB), and the condition in quiet.

Grand means as shown in Table 2.4 showed that in the diotic conditions both

low-pass filtered targets were positioned about 5 ms later than physical isochrony,

while in dichotic conditions they were positioned about 5 to 15 ms earlier than physical

isochrony. Furthermore, with only one exception, low-pass filtered targets were on

average positioned about 5 to 10 ms later than their corresponding broadband targets,

in all three lateralization conditions.

The 95%-confidence intervals of the mean onset positions for each lateralization

condition, target bandwidth, and target sensation level revealed 8 out of 45 conditions

to have means significantly different from physical isochrony. With one exception,

however, standard deviations of the mean onset positions of these eight conditions

were larger than their difference from physical isochrony. These biases were considered

to be perceptually irrelevant, and a systematic bias from physical isochrony for any of

the three lateralization conditions was not supported by this data.

As before, standard deviations were taken for further analysis. Figure 2.5 gives

a graphical overview of standard deviations for the three lateralization conditions,
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Figure 2.5: Standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset position (ordinate) versus target

sensation level (abscissa) for broadband, 1500-Hz and 750-Hz low-pass filtered targets in [C], [ITD],

and [ILD] conditions. Target sensation levels are relative to the detection threshold in the 70-dB

noise masker. The dashed line at 74 ms represents the calculated standard deviation of the random

distribution of initial onset positions.

for broadband data from previous experiments for subjects involved in the current

experiment, and both low-pass filtered target conditions. Low-pass filtered target

conditions showed similar patterns of generally increasing standard deviations with

a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio, like the broadband target conditions. For target

sensation levels above 0 dB, all diotic conditions had lower standard deviations than

in both dichotic conditions, with the exception of the 750-Hz low-pass filtered [ILD]

condition at 1 dB.

Paired comparisons of F ratios were again performed to statistically analyze the

difference between variances at sensation levels 1 through 3 dB. When comparing

performance between the three target bandwidths in the diotic conditions, only one out
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of nine comparisons showed a significant difference in temporal positioning precision

(between both low-pass filtered target conditions at 1 dB, F(15,17) = 4.17, p = 0.008).

Here 9 out of 12 comparisons between the diotic and their corresponding dichotic

low-pass filtered target conditions did not show significant differences. Furthermore,

temporal positioning precision for all target bandwidths of the dichotic conditions was

found to be statistically identical.

2.6.3 Discussion

As argued in the discussion of experiment 2B, evidence for a target bandwidth effect

should be reflected in two observations: first, a decrease in temporal positioning

precision at equal low target sensation levels in the diotic condition due to the

low-pass filtering, potentially matching the performance of the two broadband dichotic

conditions if the effective bandwidth is similar, and second, no effect of low-pass

filtering on temporal positioning precision in both dichotic conditions, because the

high-frequency parts of the broadband target are assumed not to contribute to

perception of its onset.

The obtained data did not provide conclusive evidence for the first prediction.

Although the overall narrowband data in the [C] condition showed higher standard

deviations than the broadband data, these differences were not significant at the three

highest target sensation levels in the masker (1 through 3 dB), where the bandwidth

influence was expected to be seen most clearly. The higher standard deviations of the

narrowband data did, though, result in the disappearance of significant differences

between diotic and dichotic conditions. As for the second prediction, the data showed

no significant differences in temporal positioning precision between the broadband and

both narrowband dichotic conditions, as expected.

From finding no significant effect of low-pass filtering the target in the diotic

conditions, it was concluded that a reduction of the effective target bandwidth could

not conclusively account for the differences in temporal positioning between diotic

and dichotic target conditions at equal low target sensation levels, as observed in the

broadband conditions of experiment 2B.

Therefore, the most likely explanation for the observed differences between diotic

and dichotic conditions in temporal onset positioning precision at equal low sensation

levels is a systematic influence of binaural processing on perception of a sound’s onset.

This would mean that in the analysis of a spatial auditory scene, for which a precise
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temporal analysis of onsets is required (e.g., in speech perception), the advantages in

signal detectability from the BMLD are opposed by a reduction in temporal resolution

due to the sluggishness of processing binaural detection cues.

2.7 General discussion

An onset can be detected at the moment a certain level of energy, or change in energy, in

one or more frequency parts is reached to make it emerge from its acoustic background,

allowing the new sound to be perceived. Though this is certainly true for monaural

listening, in binaural listening it is more complex. The current experiments not only

showed the expected influence of interaural differences on masked thresholds, but also

revealed an influence of interaural differences on the temporal perception of a sound’s

onset at equal low sensation levels. Differences in directional information between an

acoustic background and an emerging sound provided detection advantages over having

identical directional information, at the cost of a reduction of temporal precision at low

sensation levels in binaural unmasking conditions due to binaural sluggishness. The

detection threshold is direction dependent, and so is apparently temporal resolution

for perception near this detection threshold.

Onset cues that are known to lead to a strong onset effect, resulting in good

localization ability (cf. Zurek, 1993), were already shown to be weakened by a decrease

in sensation level and to be ineffective for lateralization at a 3 dB sensation level

(Goverts et al., 2000). Here it was argued that temporal perception of dichotic onsets

itself was degraded close to detection threshold when compared to the perception of

diotic onsets at equal low sensation levels. This degradation could not be attributed

to differences in detectability just above the threshold. Neither could it be conclusively

attributed to a reduction of effective target bandwidth of dichotic broadband sounds.

The decreasing ability to perceive the onset of a lateralized sound close to its detection

threshold may be seen as a systematic effect of binaural unmasking. At these low

sensation levels, where unmasking of the target occurs by detecting a change in

interaural correlation, the required temporal integration for processing the binaural

information may yield more ambiguous cues with regard to determining the exact

target onset than at higher sensation levels.

The difference between diotic and dichotic conditions in perceiving a sound’s

onset at low sensation levels suggests that realization of an auditory object (i.e.,
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the detection of an onset and consequential buildup of a new perceptual stream)

in binaural unmasking conditions is influenced by the processing of binaural cues.

Although an influence of interaural differences on temporal positioning of a perceived

onset was established here, the results did not provide further insight in how binaural

processing and auditory object formation interact. For instance, localization based on

interaural differences can still be independent of, and a parallel process to auditory

object formation, as suggested by Woods and Colburn (1992).

2.8 Conclusion

Onsets influence binaural processing of interaural differences, and interaural differences

influence detection. The aim of the current experiments was to investigate the influence

of interaural differences on temporal perception of onsets, a perception that is deemed

key to the organization of auditory objects from an acoustic scene. The question was

addressed whether the availability of different directional information for two sounds

changes perception of an onset, compared to a situation without any difference in

directional information between the two sounds.

As expected, binaural cues of interaural time differences, interaural level differences

and head-related transfer functions improved the detection of a broadband Gaussian

noise target within a continuous broadband Gaussian noise masker. The precision of

temporally aligning a noise target’s onset to the regular meter of reference onsets was

influenced by the target’s sensation level and directional information. With a decrease

in sensation level, the ability to temporally position the target’s onset precisely was

decreased as a consequence of the transient behavior of the human auditory system.

At equal low sensation levels, this temporal positioning precision decreased faster

in dichotic conditions than in diotic conditions. This reduced temporal precision in

binaural unmasking conditions is seen as a consequence of binaural processing.



3 On the influence of interaural differences

on temporal perception of noise bursts

of different durations†

Accurate temporal perception is considered essential to the perceptual

organization of concurrent sound sources within an acoustic scene. Because

processing of spatial cues of a sound, already present at its onset, may

interact with its temporal perception, the influence of interaural differences

on temporal perception was investigated. The ability to position the onset

of a temporally displaced target to the regular meter of diotic reference

marker onsets was taken as a measure for temporal perception. Temporal

positioning was measured for various target lateralizations, sensation levels,

and target and marker durations. For sounds presented in quiet, no influence

of interaural differences on temporal perception was found. However,

increasing duration systematically shifted the perceived onset position into

the “interior” of long-duration sounds. For targets presented at decreasing

sensation levels in a noise masker, temporal positioning precision generally

degraded, though faster for dichotic conditions and for longer sounds. The

critical level below which temporal perception starts to degrade depends on

signal-to-noise ratio rather than on signal sensation level or duration, and

is influenced by the presence of interaural differences.

†This chapter is based on Schimmel, O., and Kohlrausch, A. “On the influence of interaural

differences on temporal perception of noise bursts of different durations,” submitted for publication

to J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
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3.1 Introduction

In everyday listening, the correct grouping of signal components from concurrent sounds

within an acoustic scene is essential for the perceptual organization of their sources. This

grouping of signal components into so-called auditory objects is based on combining

signal components that are likely to come from the same source, based on common

spectral, temporal, and/or spatial cues (Bregman, 1990).

A strong cue for initiating the grouping of signal components into a new auditory

object, and implying its segregation from other auditory objects, is the detection of

synchronous onsets, i.e., when the onsets fall within some temporal window such that

they are perceived as being synchronous (cf. Bregman and Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring

and Bregman, 1978; Darwin and Ciocca, 1992; Hukin and Darwin, 1995a). Once

grouping of signal components is initiated through establishing their common onset,

the new auditory object can be monitored across time by exploiting cues that support

this grouping and the segregation of this object from concurrent objects. Onset

asynchronies as small as about 30 ms were found sufficient to promote alternative

grouping of signal components into a different auditory object (cf. Darwin, 1984; Robert

and Moore, 1991). Therefore, the precise temporal perception of onset synchrony is

deemed important for the correct grouping of signal components of concurrent sounds

and consequential identification of their sources (Hill, 1994), as for instance required

for speech intelligibility in energetic masking conditions. A better understanding of

temporal perception in multi-source conditions may prove useful to, for example, the

perception-based modeling of speech recognition and auditory scene analysis, or efficient

audio coding for communication technology.

The study presented in chapter 2 of this thesis investigated the extent to which

the temporal perception of a broadband noise’s onset was influenced by applying

interaural time or level differences to achieve lateralization to the right compared

to a condition without interaural differences. For signals presented in quiet and at

a high sensation level, no influence of interaural differences on the temporal accuracy

or precision for perceiving their onset was found. However, for signals presented at

decreasing sensation levels in a diotic noise masker, interaural differences did influence

the temporal perception precision. For diotic target conditions, temporal perception

precision of the onset was similar at all sensation levels, with a standard deviation

between about 10 and 25 ms, down to a level as low as 2 dB above detection threshold.
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Below this level, the temporal perception precision dropped toward chance performance.

This finding indicated precise temporal perception down to low suprathreshold levels

when detection of the onset was based on only monaural cues. For corresponding

dichotic target conditions, temporal perception precision of the onset already degraded

at a level of about 5 dB above threshold, also reaching chance performance at threshold.

This finding indicated less precise temporal perception close to detection threshold

when using binaural cues for onset detection. The observed significant difference in

temporal positioning precision between diotic and both dichotic conditions at equal

low sensation levels is consistent with other studies showing that the binaural hearing

system provides less advantage for specific suprathreshold perceptual tasks than for

detection (cf. Cohen, 1981; van de Par et al., 2005).

In the study presented in chapter 2, the sounds had a fixed duration of 50 ms,

and it was implicitly assumed that the perceived onset was closely associated, or even

coincided, with the physical onset. That such an association is not true for all types of

signals has been shown by Schütte (1976), Terhardt and Schütte (1976), and Schütte

(1978a). Their research on the association of a sound’s perceived onset with its physical

onset showed that the two can differ by up to 20 ms for sounds with rectangular

envelopes. The perceived onset is regarded as a function of a sound’s duration and

its temporal envelope, following an asymptotic buildup from the physical onset to the

maximum of the signal’s transient, and can be predicted as the moment at which a

certain percentage of the maximum of the transient is reached (Schütte, 1978b; Zwicker

and Fastl, 1999, pp. 271–275). Figure 3.1 shows experimental data and a model fit for

the temporal shift ∆t of the perceived onset for various durations of a signal, using a

constant 25-ms reference signal (replotted from Schütte, 1978b, Fig. 2).

In this interpretation of the transient behavior of the human hearing system, a

longer sound with rectangular envelope has a shallower perceived transient than an

identical but shorter sound, shifting the moment when the required percentage of the

maximum of the transient is reached. With increasing duration, the perceived onset

becomes increasingly dissociated from the physical onset and, due to a shallower slope

of the perceived transient, temporally less precisely defined. This transient behavior

may also be responsible for the degradation in temporal perception precision when the

level of a sound with a rectangular envelope is close to threshold (as observed in the

study in chapter 2), due to the relative decrease of the transient’s maximum, resulting

in a shallower slope of the perceived transient.
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Figure 3.1: Temporal shift ∆t of the perceived onset for various durations of a signal, using a constant

25-ms reference signal. Each point represents the average of six subjects with six measurements each,

and the curve represents the fitted model. Replotted from Schütte (1978b), Fig. 2.

From the study in chapter 2, three signal parameters can be identified that influence

the temporal perception of a sound’s onset: its duration, its spatial configuration, and

its level. However, knowledge of possible interactions between these three parameters

is currently lacking, because they were investigated in different studies. To fill this

gap in the knowledge on temporal perception was the motivation for the experiments

described in this chapter.

The first goal of the current study was to investigate whether the previous

conclusions about the influence of interaural differences on temporal perception

accuracy and precision from the study in chapter 2 can be extended to a wider range

of signal durations. Using the same experimental paradigm and setup, experiments 1

and 3 measured the temporal positioning for both diotic and dichotic signal onsets in

quiet and at equal low sensation levels in a noise masker for a shorter (5 ms) and a

longer signal duration (350 ms) than the previously used 50-ms duration. Based on

the transient behavior model of Schütte (1978b), temporal perception precision of the

signals’ onset is expected to decrease with an increase in duration, independent of its

spatial configuration and its sensation level.
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The second goal of the current study was to investigate whether the dissociation

of the perceived onset from the physical onset, as observed by Schütte et al. for

diotic signals, is influenced by the lateralization of a dichotic signal. Using the same

experimental setup as in experiments 1 and 3, experiments 4 through 6 measured

a possible shift of the perceived onset of diotic and dichotic signals for the various

durations and sensation levels. Based on the findings of the study in chapter 2, no

influence of interaural differences on temporal perception and thus on the dissociation

of the perceived from the physical onset is expected for sounds presented in quiet. For

sounds presented at low sensation levels, no detailed prediction for temporal perception

can be derived from the previous research.

3.2 Experiment 1: Temporal positioning in quiet

This experiment investigated the influence of a sound’s interaural differences on the

ability to temporally position its onset to the meter of a regular pattern of marker

onsets in quiet, for various equal durations of target and marker sounds.

3.2.1 Method

Procedure

The same perceptual center procedure as used in the study presented in chapter 2

was applied for determining the ability to perceive the onset of a sound. The

procedure is based on identifying the perceptual center location or perceived moment

of occurrence (Marcus, 1976; Pompino-Marschall, 1989). It comprises judging the

temporal position and adjusting a target sound along the time axis of the stimulus,

relative to isochronous reference marker sounds in the stimulus, in order to find the

desired temporal alignment. In general, for perceptually identical or very similar target

and marker sounds, perceptual isochrony can be accomplished with physical isochrony

of target and marker onsets, because their perceptual centers relate to their physical

onsets in the same way (or even may coincide with the physical onsets, as assumed

in the study in chapter 2). For perceptually different sounds, perceptual isochrony

may be accomplished with physical anisochrony of target and marker onsets, where

the measured physical anisochrony directly indicates an influence of the acoustical

parameters of the target and marker sounds on their respective perceptual centers.
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Figure 3.2: Example of an acoustic stimulus for the temporal positioning experiment. The onset of a

randomly positioned target (in white) was to be temporally aligned to the meter of a regular series

of marker onsets (in black). Measured was the dependent variable onset position, quantified as the

time difference (∆t) from physical onset isochrony (dashed line at 0 ms). The target was either diotic,

i.e., identical at both ears ([C] conditions), or dichotic ([ITD] or [ILD] conditions). Different durations

were used for target and markers. Shown in this example is a 50-ms target with 50-ms markers.

The stimulus structure consisted of a regular series of five clearly audible marker

pulses, of which the third marker pulse was omitted. The subjects’ task was to align

a target’s onset, initially positioned randomly around the temporal onset position of

the missing third marker pulse, to the meter of the four present marker onsets (see

Fig. 3.2 for a graphical representation of a stimulus). The time difference ∆t between

the target’s adjusted onset position from the physical onset isochrony, induced by the

500-ms period of the marker onsets, was recorded and served as a quantitative measure

for temporal positioning performance. From these measures, temporal positioning

accuracy and precision of differently processed targets and markers could be obtained

and compared to each other.

The step size for timing adjustments was set to 5 ms, which roughly matches the

just-noticeable difference for changes in the perceptual center (Marcus, 1976; Schütte,

1976), and is about half the 10.7-ms just-noticeable difference for displacement of the

fourth tone in an isochronous sequence of six for an inter-onset interval of 500 ms

(Friberg and Sundberg, 1995). The initial random temporal displacements were within

25 steps from physical onset isochrony in both directions, which corresponds to an

equal-probability distribution between -125 and 125 ms in steps of 5 ms. The temporal

positions for adjustment of the target’s onset were limited to the range between -450

and 450 ms around physical isochrony.
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The experiment was controlled by the subject via a computer keyboard. In each

condition, after initial playback of the stimulus with a randomly-positioned target,

the target position could be shifted by pressing f (for ‘forward’) or b (for ‘backward’)

the number of times the target was to be moved by the step size. By pressing Enter,

playback of the stimulus with the target’s new temporal position was started, and the

procedure could be repeated until the fit of the target onset to the meter of the marker

onsets was judged to be as accurate as possible. The final time instant of the target’s

onset on the stimulus’ time line was recorded as its perceived moment of occurrence.

Feedback was provided after each condition in the form of a graph, representing the

followed track from the initial random temporal onset position to the final adjustment.

A within-subject experimental design with counterbalanced complete randomization

of all conditions within each experiment was applied, and all conditions were presented

twice to each subject. The measurements were done in an acoustically isolated listening

room at the Philips Research Laboratories in Eindhoven. To digitally generate the

stimuli and automate the experiment and data collection, a computer running Matlab

software was used. Digital stimuli were converted to analog signals by a Marantz

CDA-94 two-channel 16-bit digital-to-analog converter at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz,

and were presented over Beyer Dynamic DT990 Pro headphones.

Stimuli

Two kinds of sounds were used: four markers with a level of 76 dB SPL, and a target

with a level of 70 dB SPL. Both sounds were broadband noises with independent

Gaussian probability distributions, covering the frequency range up to 22.05 kHz, only

limited by the frequency response of the reproduction system. No ramps were applied

to the sounds, so they had abrupt onsets and offsets.

The markers were diotic to accomplish lateralization in the center. The target was

presented with different interaural parameters to yield lateralization at two different

positions, in the center (diotic conditions) and to the far right (dichotic conditions).

The center condition ([C]) comprised an unprocessed target, identical at both ears.

Lateralization to the far right was done by applying interaural time differences ([ITD])

or interaural level differences ([ILD]). The time delay in the [ITD] condition was set

at 29 samples at 44.1 kHz in the left channel, approximating a 660-µs lag at the left

ear. The interaural level difference in the [ILD] condition was set at 18 dB: target level

+9 dB at the right ear, and target level -9 dB at the left ear.
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Target and marker sounds were of two durations, 5 and 350 ms, and were presented

in the combinations with equal durations, i.e., a 5-ms target with 5-ms markers (5/5)

and a 350-ms target with 350-ms markers (350/350). The combination of a 50-ms target

with 50-ms markers (50/50) had been measured earlier under identical experimental

conditions (see chapter 2), and results for that condition reported here for the nine

subjects participating in both the previous and the current experiments were taken from

that data set. For efficiency of reading, duration combinations are hereafter abbreviated

in the format of target/marker duration, as introduced above.

Subjects

Nine male subjects participated voluntarily in the experiment. All subjects had previous

experience in listening tests and reported normal hearing. Training was thought not

to be required, because the procedure allowed the subjects to adjust the stimuli for as

long as necessary to reach a high confidence level about the adjusted temporal onset

position before continuing with the next condition.

3.2.2 Results

All 18 adjustments (two adjustments for nine subjects) for each condition were pooled,

because the between-subject variability was smaller than the within-subject variability.

The pooled data was scanned for severe outliers (onset positions at more than three

times the interquartile range of the pooled data), and 1 severe outlier out of 162

measured onset positions was removed from the results. Figure 3.3 shows the means

and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions, for each lateralization

condition and for each target/marker duration.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, mean onset positions for each target/marker duration

were similar for the three lateralization conditions, and within a range of two adjustment

steps (10 ms) around physical isochrony. An analysis of variance on the temporal

onset positions revealed a significant effect at the used 5%-level of significance for

target/marker duration (F(2,152) = 5.08, p = 0.007). No significant interaction between

lateralization condition and target/marker duration was found. Tukey HSD post-hoc

comparisons showed that the significant differences in mean temporal onset positioning

were between the 50-ms and 350-ms target/marker durations.
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Figure 3.3: Means and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (in ms) in quiet

(ordinate), for each lateralization condition (abscissa) and target/marker duration (panels). Filled

symbols represent conditions with a perceptually relevant bias from physical isochrony.

Following the study in chapter 2, the results of each lateralization condition and

target/marker duration were analyzed on the size of relevant biases from physical

isochrony in perceptual units (in terms of d’), by comparing mean differences with

the standard deviations of their underlying distributions. From this analysis, one of the

nine mean onset positions was considered to have a perceptually relevant bias different

from physical isochrony, i.e., a bias value at a d’ value of one or higher, because its mean

difference was larger than its standard deviation (see the filled symbol in Fig. 3.3).

As a measure of temporal positioning precision, the standard deviations of the

pooled data of all measurements for each condition were analyzed further. For the

three target/marker durations, all standard deviations were between 7 and 20 ms. The

temporal positioning was, on average, most precise in the [C] conditions and least

precise in the [ILD] conditions.

To assess temporal positioning precision between conditions, i.e., to quantitatively

compare the distributions of temporal onset positions, a statistical analysis of the

difference between variances was performed using paired comparisons of F ratios, using

a 5% level of significance and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. For a

fixed target/marker duration, none of the paired comparisons revealed a systematic

influence of lateralization condition on temporal positioning precision. Of all nine paired

comparisons (three pairs for each of the three durations) only two showed a statistically

significant difference: [C] and [ITD] in the 50/50 condition (F(16,17) = 3.44, p = 0.016),
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and [C] and [ILD] in the 350/350 condition (F(17,17) = 4.63, p = 0.003). For a fixed

lateralization condition, again none of the paired comparisons revealed a systematic

influence of duration on temporal positioning precision. The only significant differences

resulting from the paired comparisons were observed for the [ILD] condition, where the

50/50 condition had a statistically significant different distribution from the 5/5 and

350/350 conditions (F(16,17) ≥ 4.44, p ≤ 0.004).

3.2.3 Discussion

No systematic influence of lateralization condition on mean temporal positioning or

temporal positioning precision was found for any of the target/marker durations in

quiet. All conditions resulted in mean temporal positioning within two step sizes of

physical isochrony (10 ms), just around the just-noticeable difference for changes in the

perceptual center. Because very similar sounds are likely to have very similar perceptual

centers, finding mean onset positions close to physical isochrony for similar target and

marker sounds may not be surprising.

The standard deviations for target/marker durations other than the previously

established 50/50 condition were in accordance with the results of this 50/50 condition

(cf. the study presented in chapter 2). This means that there was no difference in

temporal positioning precision between the shorter and the longer durations. This

finding does not support the expectation of a decreasing precision with increasing

duration, which was formulated based on the model by Schütte (1978b). Obviously, the

steepness of the perceived transients and the dissociation of the perceived onset from

the physical onset, which were equal for both target and marker sounds but different

for each of the three durations, were not different enough to influence the precision of

temporal perception. In conclusion, the similarity in mean temporal positionings close

to physical isochrony and in the corresponding standard deviations indicated similar

temporal perception of the target, regardless of interaural differences and duration.

3.3 Experiment 2A: Threshold measurements

In order to quantify temporal positioning precision at equal low sensation levels, the

individual detection thresholds for broadband noise targets with various lateralizations

and durations had to be established. This experiment measured detection thresholds

for all target conditions used in experiment 2B.
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3.3.1 Method

Procedure

To measure individual detection threshold levels for various target conditions, a

three-interval, three-alternative forced-choice procedure with adaptive level adjustment

was applied in a within-subject experimental design with counterbalanced complete

randomization. The subject had to select the interval that contained the target, and

feedback was given after each trial. The level of the target was initially set at 70 dB

SPL, and was adjusted adaptively according to a two-down one-up rule to track the

70.7%-correct response level (Levitt, 1971). The initial step size of 8 dB was halved

after every second reversal, with a minimum step size of 1 dB. After eight reversals at

the minimum step size, the median of these eight target levels was taken to estimate

the threshold. Each condition was repeated four times for each subject. The same

equipment and facilities used in the first experiment were used here.

Stimuli

Both target and masker sounds consisted of similar broadband noises as before, with

independent Gaussian probability distributions, covering the frequency range up to

22.05 kHz, only limited by the frequency response of the reproduction system. No

ramps were applied to the sounds.

The noise masker had a duration of 500 ms, a level of 70 dB SPL, and was presented

identically at both ears to have lateralization in the center. Masker intervals were

separated by 100 ms of silence. Noise masker waveforms were identical in all three

intervals within a trial.

The noise target of 5-ms or 350-ms duration was added to the temporal center of

one of the maskers. Conditions with 50-ms targets had been measured before under

identical experimental conditions (see chapter 2), and results for all subjects reported

here were taken from that data set. The target was presented with the same interaural

differences as in experiment 1 to yield lateralization in the center (diotic condition, [C])

and to the far right (dichotic conditions, [ITD] and [ILD]).

Subjects

The same nine subjects participated in the experiment. Training was thought not to

be required, as the procedure allowed straightforward selection of one interval being
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Figure 3.4: Means and standard deviations of the masked threshold levels (in dB, as spectral power

ratio between the target and masker) for each lateralization condition. The lower threshold levels of

the dichotic conditions ([ITD] and [ILD]) compared to their reference diotic condition ([C]) reflect the

binaural masking level difference from the application of interaural differences on the target. Please

note that these were different for the three target durations.

different from the other two (if detection occurred), without depending on the ability

to consistently label the difference.

3.3.2 Results

Results of all subjects were pooled, because the between-subject variability was similar

to the within-subject variability. Figure 3.4 displays the means and standard deviations

of the masked threshold levels (ordinate) for each lateralization condition and target

duration (abscissa), based on data of nine subjects with four measurements each.

The threshold levels are expressed in dB as signal-to-overall-noise spectral power ratio

between the target and the masker.

The threshold levels for each target duration of both dichotic conditions were

lower than those of the diotic conditions. Compared to the [C] reference conditions,

applying the interaural time difference to the target in the [ITD] conditions lowered

the detection threshold by about 5 (for the 5-ms condition) to 11 dB (for the 350-ms

condition). Applying the interaural level difference in the [ILD] conditions lowered the

detection threshold by about 11 (for the 5-ms condition) to 16 dB (for the 350-ms
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condition). Although the interaural differences of the [ITD] and [ILD] conditions both

yield lateralization to the far right, thresholds in the [ILD] conditions were about 4 to

6 dB lower than in the [ITD] conditions.

The threshold levels for each lateralization condition also decreased with an increase

in target duration. For the diotic condition, this decrease was about 4 dB for an increase

from 5 to 50 ms, and about 3 dB for an increase from 50 to 350 ms. For dichotic

conditions, the decreases were considerably larger: For the [ITD] condition, about 10

and 4 dB, and for the [ILD] condition, about 7 and 5 dB.

3.3.3 Discussion

In the diotic [C] conditions, the signal was identical in both ears and had a bandwidth

identical to that of the masker. Therefore, detection could only occur based on an

increase in level when the target was present (Green, 1988; Heinz and Formby, 1999).

The level increases resulting from adding the 70.6-dB, the 66.1-dB, or the 63.7-dB noise

target to the 70-dB noise masker are respectively 3.3, 1.5, and 0.9 dB. The 50-ms and

350-ms values match other measured increment-detection thresholds of about 2 dB for

40-ms and 60-ms, and about 1 dB for 320-ms spectrally matching broadband noises

(Heinz and Formby, 1999).

Dichotic conditions with interaural differences in time ([ITD]) and level ([ILD])

showed lower thresholds than the diotic conditions. For each target duration, detection

at target levels below the diotic threshold could not be based on an increase in level, and

had to rely on detection of a decorrelation of the signals from both ears, i.e., a change

in spatial image of the masker. In the [ILD] conditions, although an energetic effect

from the increase of the target level to establish lateralization to the right probably

contributed, the threshold shifts of 11 dB and more cannot be explained completely by

the 9-dB target level increase in the right ear. Therefore, binaural interaction must be

the cause for these decreases in detection threshold (cf. Durlach and Colburn, 1978).

A remarkable aspect of Fig. 3.4 is the small amount of temporal integration in the

diotic condition, compared to the two dichotic conditions, which in turn caused the

BMLD to increase with target duration. Although a full account of this observation

goes beyond the scope of this study (for more details, see: Kohlrausch and Schimmel,

2006), a short interpretation of these phenomena is given.
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For the diotic condition, the difference in thresholds between the 5-ms target and

the 350-ms targets amounted to about 7 dB. This was much less than what one might

expect if target energy was constant at threshold, as it is approximately the case for

sinusoidal targets masked by broadband noise (cf. Green et al., 1957). Based on such

an expectation, thresholds should differ by about 18.5 dB. The observation of a much

smaller temporal integration is, however, in line with the results of other studies which

have measured the influence of signal bandwidth on temporal integration in monaural

masking conditions (Scholl, 1962; van den Brink and Houtgast, 1990; Formby et al.,

1994). All these studies concluded that the amount of temporal integration decreased

with increasing signal bandwidth.

The stronger influence of duration on detection thresholds in the two dichotic

conditions could then reflect the fact that the effective target bandwidth was, in these

conditions, much smaller than the nominal target bandwidth of 22.05 kHz. Because

signal detection in the two dichotic conditions depended on binaural unmasking, most

likely through decorrelation of the masker by adding the target, only the low-frequency

parts of the target contributed to signal detectability. Data presented in experiment 3A

of chapter 2 support this view: When the 50-ms broadband target, which was used

throughout that study, was low-pass filtered at 750 Hz, its detectability was not affected

in the two dichotic conditions. This showed that the higher-frequency portions of the

target did not contribute to detectability. Therefore, the different amounts of temporal

integration in the diotic and the two dichotic conditions can be attributed to the

differences in the number of auditory filters that contributed to signal detectability.

3.4 Experiment 2B: Temporal positioning at low sensation

levels

This experiment investigated the influence of a sound’s interaural differences on the

ability to temporally position its onset to the meter of a regular pattern of marker

onsets for the durations of target and marker sounds at equal low target sensation

levels, relative to the individual detection thresholds as measured in experiment 2A.
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3.4.1 Method

Procedure

The same temporal positioning procedure was used, and a continuous masker was added

to the stimulus to enable measurements at different target sensation levels.

Stimuli

Three kinds of sounds were used: a continuous masker with a level of 70 dB SPL,

four markers with a level of 76 dB SPL, and a target at two different sensation levels,

at 6 dB and at 3 dB above the detection threshold in the masker. Again, all sounds

were broadband noises with independent Gaussian probability distributions, covering

the frequency range up to 22.05 kHz, only limited by the frequency response of the

reproduction system. No ramps were applied to the sounds.

The masker and the markers were identical at both ears, to accomplish lateralization

in the center. The target had the three lateralizations, referred to as [C], [ITD], and

[ILD], as in the previous experiments.

The same two target/marker durations of 5 and 350 ms were used. As before,

the 50/50 condition was measured earlier under identical experimental conditions (see

chapter 2), and the results reported here for the 50/50 condition were taken from that

data set of the nine subjects participating in both experiments. The noise masker had

a duration of 2500 ms, and started simultaneous with the onset of the first marker, and

ended 500 ms after the onset of the last marker.

Subjects

The same nine subjects participated in the experiment. One subject, however, did not

complete the 6-dB target sensation level condition for the six target/marker duration

combinations other than the 50/50 condition, and therefore data at this sensation level

other than the 50/50 condition were limited to eight subjects.

3.4.2 Results

All 16 or 18 adjustments (2 adjustments for 8 or 9 subjects) for each condition were

pooled, because the between-subject variability was smaller than the within-subject

variability. The pooled data were scanned for severe outliers, and 2 severe outliers
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Figure 3.5: Means and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (in ms) in quiet

(from experiment 1, circles), at 6 dB (triangles), and 3 dB (squares) target sensation level, for each

lateralization condition and target/marker duration combination. Filled symbols represent conditions

with a perceptually relevant bias from physical isochrony.

out of 612 adjustments were removed from the results. Figure 3.5 shows the means

and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (ordinate), for each

lateralization condition (abscissa) and each target/marker duration (panels), in the

same way as in Fig. 3.3. The different symbols represent the data measured in quiet

(from experiment 1, included for reference), at 6 dB, and at 3 dB target sensation level.

For each target/marker duration, mean onset positions at low sensation levels were

generally close to physical isochrony. Like the mean onset positions in quiet, mean onset

positions at low sensation levels were close to physical isochrony, with the exception of

[ITD] at 6 dB SL for the 350/350 condition, which had a considerable mean deviation

from physical isochrony. The variability in onset positions was generally larger at equal

low sensation levels than in quiet, especially in the condition with the 350-ms sounds,

which had much larger standard deviations than conditions with 5-ms or 50-ms sounds.

An analysis of variance on the means of the adjusted temporal onset positions for all

three target sensation levels did not reveal a significant effect for any of the lateralization

conditions, target sensation levels, or target/marker durations. As in experiment 1, the

results for the two low target sensation levels were analyzed in terms of the size of the

perceptual bias different from physical isochrony, by comparing the mean differences

with the standard deviations of their underlying distributions. With d’ values between

0.0 and 0.6, none of the 18 mean onset positions at the 6 and 3 dB target sensation

levels were considered to have perceptually relevant biases from physical isochrony.
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Figure 3.6: Standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions versus target sensation levels,

for each target/marker duration and lateralization condition. Target sensation levels are relative to

the detection threshold in the 70-dB noise masker. The dotted line at 74 ms represents the calculated

standard deviation of the random distribution of initial onset positions.

Again, standard deviations were taken as the measure for temporal positioning

precision. Figure 3.6 shows the standard deviation of the adjusted temporal onset

positions (ordinate) at each target sensation level (abscissa), for each lateralization

condition (symbols) and each target/marker duration (panels).

As can be seen in Fig. 3.6, standard deviations increased with a decrease in

signal-to-noise ratio for all lateralization conditions and durations. The most precise

temporal positioning at low sensation levels was found for 50-ms sounds in the [C]

condition, which was considerably lower than for 5-ms and 350-ms sounds in the other

two [C] conditions. The least precise performance was found for 350-ms sounds in the

dichotic conditions at 3 dB sensation level, which was at or close to the theoretical

chance performance of the random distribution of initial onset positions, suggesting

that sensitivity to temporal positioning is poor.

The standard deviations for 5-ms and 50-ms sounds were similar, though with larger

differences between lateralization conditions for the 50-ms sounds at the lowest target

sensation level. For the 350-ms sounds, standard deviations were considerably larger

than for the 5-ms and 50-ms sounds at the two lower sensation levels. The larger

standard deviations for 50-ms and 350-ms sounds at 6 and 3 dB sensation level for all

[ITD] and [ILD] conditions, compared to the corresponding sounds for the [C] condition,

suggest that temporal positioning precision decreased more for dichotic conditions than

for the diotic condition, and more for longer durations than for shorter durations.
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A statistical analysis of paired comparisons between lateralization conditions for

each target/marker duration by the F ratio of the variances of temporal onset positions

was done. For the 5-ms sounds, no significant influence of lateralization condition on

temporal positioning precision was found. For the 50-ms sounds, the paired comparisons

found significant differences in temporal positioning precision between the [C] and

[ITD] conditions in quiet (cf. experiment 1) and between the diotic and both dichotic

conditions at 3 dB sensation level (F(17,17) ≥ 3.89, p ≤ 0.008). For the 350-ms

sounds, significant differences were found between the [C] and [ILD] conditions in quiet

(F(17,17) = 4.63, p = 0.003) and between the diotic and both dichotic conditions at

6 dB sensation level (F(15,15) ≥ 3.57, p ≤ 0.019). All other distributions of the diotic

and dichotic conditions were statistically identical.

3.4.3 Discussion

No systematic deviations of mean onset positions from physical onset isochrony were

found for any of the three lateralization conditions, indicating that applying interaural

differences to broadband noise target did not influence its mean temporal position at low

sensation levels. The absence of perceptually relevant biases was caused by two facts.

First, the mean onset positions remained as close to physical isochrony as in quiet, and

second, most standard deviations increased with a decrease in the target’s sensation

level. These increases in standard deviation showed a reduced temporal positioning

precision at the two lower target sensation levels compared to the precision in quiet.

The increases were, however, different for the three lateralization conditions and the

three target/marker durations.

For the 5-ms sounds, no systematic influence of lateralization condition on temporal

positioning precision was found. Standard deviations were similar for all three

lateralization conditions at all three target sensation levels, covering a range from 12

to 29 ms. This finding indicates equivalent precision of temporal perception, regardless

of the spatial configuration for these short sounds.

For the earlier established 50-ms sounds, a statistically significant difference in

temporal positioning precision between diotic and dichotic conditions was found at

3 dB target sensation level. When analyzed relative to the detection threshold, the

standard deviations for the dichotic conditions increased faster than those for the diotic

condition, which meant reduced precision of temporal perception in binaural unmasking

conditions as a consequence of the binaural processing required for the unmasking.
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For the 350-ms sounds, a statistically significant difference in temporal positioning

precision between diotic and dichotic conditions was shown already at 6 dB target

sensation level. Standard deviations for the dichotic conditions increased faster than

those for the diotic condition, which also meant reduced precision of temporal

perception for the dichotic conditions due to binaural processing, though at a higher

target sensation level. Compared to the results obtained in the study in chapter 2, the

temporal positioning precision of 350-ms sounds at 6 dB SL matches the precision of

50-ms sounds at about 2 dB SL.

The temporal positioning precision of the three lateralization conditions for each

of the three durations indicated systematic differences in temporal perception at equal

low sensation levels of the target. Using the same analysis as described in chapter 2

for detection of the 50-ms targets, the psychometric functions were constructed from

the data obtained in experiment 2A to estimate the detection thresholds for the 5-ms

and 350-ms targets. Similar to detection of the 50-ms targets, the detection of the

5-ms and 350-ms targets at 3 dB and 6 dB sensation level was well above 90% correct

on the psychometric curves for all lateralization conditions. Thus, the difference in

temporal positioning performance at these levels cannot be attributed to differences in

detectability. The results for different durations were, therefore, compared in terms of

absolute signal level, rather than relative to the duration-dependent masked threshold.

Such an analysis emphasizes the intensity contrast at the signal’s onset.

For the 50-ms targets, temporal perception precision degraded below a level of about

68 dB SPL (2 dB SL) for the [C] condition and below 63 and 58 dB SPL (6 dB SL)

for the [ITD] and [ILD] conditions, respectively. For the 5-ms targets, these absolute

signal levels are 2-4 dB below detection threshold for all lateralization conditions. In the

measurements at 6 and 3 dB SL, the signal onset introduced a level change compared

to the masker that was much higher than the critical level derived from the 50-ms

targets. In line with the idea that the level change at the onset is the determining

signal property, no significant change in temporal positioning precision was observed

for the 5-ms targets at these sensation levels. For the 350-ms targets, these critical

signal levels correspond to sensation levels of about 4 dB for the diotic condition and of

about 10-11 dB for the dichotic conditions. Using the same logic, temporal positioning

precision is expected to be degraded only at 3 dB SL for the [C] condition, and at both 6

and 3 dB SL for the [ITD] and [ILD] conditions. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the high standard

deviations of the 350-ms sounds at 6 and 3 dB SL for the [ITD] and [ILD] conditions,
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compared to the low standard deviations of the 5-ms sounds at the same sensation

levels, support the hypothesis that the signal-to-noise ratio is a better predictor for

temporal perception precision than the sensation level. This finding is in close agreement

with the observation from Schütte (1977) that temporal perception precision of a 3-dB

level increase of a diotic sinusoidal stimulus is still similar to precision in quiet, while

precision degraded for a 2-dB level increase. In the diotic conditions of the current

experiment, temporal perception precision remained approximately constant for level

increases down to 2.1 dB (68 dB SPL, corresponding to -2 dB signal-to-noise ratio) and

decreased strongly for level increases of 1.8 dB and less.

Given the equal durations of the target and the marker sounds, the established

influence of interaural differences and duration on determining the perceptual center

did not provide any information about the actual size of the temporal shift from the

physical onset to the perceived onset. Using a comparable perceptual center procedure

in quiet, Schütte (1976), Terhardt and Schütte (1976) and Schütte (1978a) observed

systematic deviations from the objective equidistance of pulse onsets of up to 20 ms

for targets and references with rectangular envelopes that had different durations.

Because the experiments of Schütte were restricted to diotic conditions, the following

experiments were designed to investigate whether the established dissociation of the

perceived onset from the physical onset was influenced by interaural differences. The

temporal positioning experiments 1 and 2B were repeated for various combinations of

unequal durations of target and marker sounds.

3.5 Experiment 3: Temporal positioning for unequal durations

in quiet

This experiment investigated the influence of a sound’s interaural differences on the

ability to temporally position its onset to the meter of a regular pattern of marker

onsets in quiet, for various unequal durations of target and marker sounds.

3.5.1 Method

Procedure

The same perceptual center procedure was repeated for various unequal-duration

combinations of target and marker sounds.
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Stimuli

The same two kinds of sounds were used: four diotic broadband noise markers with a

level of 76 dB SPL, and a broadband noise target with a level of 70 dB SPL and the

same three lateralization conditions as before.

Target and marker sound durations were 5, 50, or 350 ms. In contrast to

experiment 1, the durations of target and marker were different. The target and

markers were presented in two kinds of different unequal-duration combinations, all

involving 350-ms sounds. First, a target/marker combination with the largest ratio in

durations, combining a 5-ms target with 350-ms markers (5/350) and the “opposite”

combination (350/5). Second, a target/marker combination with the smallest ratio

in duration, combining a 50-ms target with 350-ms markers (50/350) and also the

“opposite” combination (350/50).

Subjects

The full set of nine subjects participated in the experiment.

3.5.2 Results

All 18 adjustments (2 adjustments for 9 subjects) for each condition were pooled,

because the between-subject variability was smaller than the within-subject variability.

The pooled data were scanned for severe outliers, and 1 severe outlier out of 216

measured onset positions was removed from the results. Figure 3.7 shows the means

and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions, for each lateralization

condition and for each unequal-duration target/marker combination.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.7, mean onset positions for each unequal-duration

target/marker combination were similar for the three lateralization conditions, but

biased from physical isochrony, with the direction of the bias dependent on the ratio of

the target-to-marker duration. All of the 5/350 and 50/350 conditions produced positive

values, i.e., the target onset was positioned later than physical isochrony as defined by

the marker onsets, while the 350/5 or 350/50 conditions all produced negative values,

i.e., the target onset was positioned earlier than physical isochrony.

An analysis of variance on the temporal onset positions revealed significant

effects of lateralization condition (F(2,203) = 3.67, p = 0.027) and target/marker

duration combination (F(3,203) = 83.30, p < 0.001). No significant interaction between
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Figure 3.7: Means and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (in ms) in

quiet (ordinate), for each lateralization condition (abscissa) and unequal-duration target/marker

combination (panels). Filled symbols represent conditions with a perceptually relevant bias from

physical isochrony.

lateralization condition and target/marker duration combination was found. Tukey

HSD post-hoc comparisons showed that the significant differences in temporal onset

positioning for the lateralization conditions were between the [C] and the [ILD]

condition. The post-hoc comparisons also showed that all target/marker duration

combinations in which the target was shorter than the marker, i.e., the 5/350 and

50/350 conditions, produced mean onset positions that were significantly different from

all combinations in which the target was longer than the marker, i.e., the 350/5 and

350/50 conditions.

Analysis of the results of each lateralization condition and unequal-duration

target/marker combination found that 7 of the 12 mean onset positions yielded

perceptually relevant biases from physical isochrony (i.e., bias values at a d’ value

of one or higher; see the filled symbols in Fig. 3.7). With five d’ values higher than
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one (on average d’=1.6) to the negative side (for the 5/350 and 50/350 conditions) and

only two d’ values higher than one (on average d’=1.3) to the positive side (for the

350/5 and 350/50 conditions) an asymmetry in temporal positioning for the “opposite”

target/marker duration combinations was observed.

Again the standard deviations of the pooled data, as a measure for temporal

positioning precision, were taken for further analysis. Temporal positioning was most

precise in the conditions with the smallest difference in duration between target and

markers (standard deviations between 18 and 20 ms), and least precise in the conditions

with the largest difference in duration (standard deviations between 22 and 38 ms).

A statistical analysis of paired comparisons between lateralization conditions for

each unequal-duration target/marker combination by the F ratio of the variances of

temporal onset positions was done. For a fixed target/marker combination, none of the

paired comparisons revealed a significant difference between distributions of temporal

positions, indicating that there was no influence of lateralization condition on temporal

positioning precision. For a fixed lateralization condition, significant differences between

the distributions of temporal positions for the 5/350 condition and those of the 50/350

and 350/50 conditions were found in the [ILD] condition (F(17,17) ≥ 3.94, p ≤ 0.007). All

other distributions were statistically identical, suggesting that there was no systematic

influence of target/marker combination on temporal positioning precision either.

3.5.3 Discussion

For the unequal-duration combinations presented in quiet, no systematic influence of

interaural differences on mean temporal positioning or temporal positioning precision

could be established. A systematic shift in the perceptual center of the 350-ms

sounds was observed. In contrast to the equal-duration combinations, three out of

four unequal-duration combinations had perceptually relevant biases from physical

isochrony, with similar temporal positioning precision. In line with Schütte (1976),

Terhardt and Schütte (1976) and Schütte (1978a), this finding suggests a systematic

shift of the perceptual center for the 350-ms sounds. The mean target onset positions for

the unequal-duration combinations with 350-ms targets were, on average, about 20 ms

earlier than physical isochrony. The mean target onset positions for the “opposite”

unequal-duration combinations with 350-ms markers were, however, on average about

30 ms later than physical isochrony. Consistent with this, the d’ analysis showed larger
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biases (in perceptual units) in the conditions with 350-ms markers than in the conditions

with 350-ms targets. The switching of target and marker durations did not result in

a similarly-sized shift of the mean temporal position to the other side of physical

isochrony, as might be expected.

Closer examination of the symmetry around physical isochrony of the mean onset

positions for these “opposite” unequal-duration combinations (5/350 versus 350/5, and

50/350 versus 350/50) showed that mean onset positions of the [ILD] conditions were

symmetrical around zero and that the positioning precision was equal. In contrast, both

the [C] and [ITD] conditions showed an asymmetry in mean onset positions of 350/5

and 350/50 from respectively 5/350 and 50/350, although the positioning precision

was also equal in these cases. Therefore, the explanation for this difference in the

temporal positioning for “opposite” unequal-duration combinations must be in the

order of presentation of the sounds and in a difference between the [ILD] and the [C]

and [ITD] conditions.

An important reason to suspect a role of loudness in this asymmetry of mean

temporal positioning of “opposite” unequal-duration combinations is that when an

accent is perceived for a tone in a pure tone sequence because it has a higher intensity,

the perceived duration of the inter-onset interval preceding the higher intensity tone

is affected (Tekman, 2001). As a result, an interval that is physically shorter that a

physically synchronous interval is perceived as being longer than it really is, and judged

as matching the ongoing meter. If the 350-ms target in the 350/5 and 350/50 conditions

was perceived as being accented (for instance due to the target having longer duration),

then perceptual isochrony would indeed be achieved with a shorter inter-onset interval

preceding the target, as found here. The increased level difference in the “opposite”

5/350 and 50/350 conditions may also have led to accenting of the 5-ms or 50-ms

target and perceptual distortion of the inter-onset interval, but in the other direction.

If so, the interval preceding the target that was decreased in loudness was perceived as

being shorter than it actually was. Listeners may have compensated by adjusting the

target onset to a temporal position beyond the equal inter-onset interval, consistent

with the current observations.

There were several factors in the experimental procedure that influenced the

loudness of the stimulus components. First, there was a 6-dB level difference between

target and markers due to the procedure adopted. Second, perceived loudness is

influenced by duration (Florentine et al., 1996). Therefore, the perceived loudness
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difference between a 70-dB target and 76-dB markers also depends on their durations.

This difference is then enlarged for 5-ms or 50-ms targets paired with 350-ms markers,

and reduced for a 350-ms target paired with 5-ms or 50-ms markers. Third, the 5-ms or

50-ms targets presented about 150 ms after a 350-ms marker of 76 dB SPL may have

been subject to forward masking (Stein, 1960), while in the “opposite” conditions, no

forward masking is expected because the markers are shorter (Fastl, 1976; Zwicker,

1984). Effects of forward masking were considered by Schütte (1977). The difference

in perceived loudness for conditions with a 5-ms or 50-ms target and 350-ms markers

would be emphasized by a difference in forward masking, regardless of lateralization

cues (Kohlrausch and Fassel, 1997), while in conditions with a 350-ms target and 5-ms

or 50-ms markers, the difference in perceived loudness would not be affected.

To address the influence of level cues on the mean temporal positioning for the

“opposite” unequal-duration combinations, a control experiment was devised. If level

cues played a role in mean temporal positioning, then choosing the perceived loudness

of the target and marker sounds more similar should make the positioning of “opposite”

unequal-duration combinations more symmetric around physical isochrony compared to

the asymmetric positioning of “opposite” unequal-duration combinations as observed

in the current experiment.

3.6 Experiment 4: Temporal positioning without level cues

This control experiment investigated the influence of level cues on mean temporal

positioning of a target onset to the meter of a regular pattern of marker onsets in

quiet, for “opposite” unequal-duration combinations of target and marker sounds.

3.6.1 Method

Procedure

The perceptual center procedure was partially repeated for all four unequal-duration

combinations. Measurements were limited to the [C] condition.

Stimuli

The same two kinds of sounds and the same four unequal-duration combinations of 5-ms

and 50-ms sounds paired with 350-ms sounds were used. The levels of the individual
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Table 3.1: Mean onset positions and, between brackets, standard deviations of the adjusted temporal

onset positions (in ms) for unequal target/marker duration combinations, for conditions with different

(experiment 3) or similar loudness for target and marker (experiment 4). The reported values are

based on 18 (different loudness) or 16 measurements (similar loudness) for each condition.

5/350 350/5 50/350 350/50
37.4 −14.7 30.3 −12.2Different loudness

(22.4) (22.3) (18.7) (21.0)
27.8 −31.3 20.9 −22.2Similar loudness

(31.8) (33.6) (16.5) (20.5)

sounds were adjusted to achieve similar perceived loudness. For all 5-ms, 50-ms, and

350-ms targets and markers, the levels were fixed at 70, 67, and 63 dB SPL, respectively,

according to the level differences in detection threshold between the three durations as

established for the [C] condition in the threshold measurements of experiment 2A.

Subjects

The same subset of eight of the nine subjects participated in this experiment.

3.6.2 Results

The data of the eight subjects were pooled, because the between-subject variability

was smaller than the within-subject variability. The pooled data were scanned for

severe outliers, and no severe outliers were found. Table 3.1 displays the means

and the standard deviations of the adjusted onset positions for the conditions with

similar perceived loudness for target and markers (lower part). Included are the results

from experiment 3, with different perceived loudness for target and markers, for

reference (upper part). Of particular interest is the comparison between “opposite”

unequal duration combinations. The 5/350 and 350/5 conditions have means of 27.8

and −31.3 ms, respectively, with statistically identical distributions (F(15,15) = 1.12,

p = 0.835). The 50/350 and 350/50 conditions had means of 20.9 and −22.2 ms,

respectively, with statistically identical distributions (F(15,15) = 1.55, p = 0.407). In line

with the results of experiment 3, the precision for conditions with the smallest ratio

in target/marker duration (50/350, 350/50) is consistently higher than for conditions

with the largest ratio in target/marker duration (5/350, 350/5).
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3.6.3 Discussion

The asymmetry in mean temporal positioning around physical isochrony found for

the “opposite” unequal-duration combinations in the previous experiment showed that

there were differences in the perceived onsets for 350-ms targets and for 350-ms markers.

The symmetry around physical isochrony for “opposite” unequal-duration combinations

when level cues were minimized, unlike the situation in which level cues were available,

led to the conclusion that level indeed influences mean temporal onset positioning.

The observed bias was as much as 31 ms, larger than the 20 ms that Schütte

(1978a) considered to be about the maximum displacement of the perceptual center.

The 21-31 ms displacement, compared to the 12-20 ms displacement found by Schütte,

may be due to the difference in target and marker durations: 5-ms and 50-ms sounds

combined with a 350-ms sound in the current experiment versus a 20-ms sound

combined with 100-ms, 200-ms, or 400-ms sounds. According to the transient behavior

model, each duration would lead to a different perceived onset moment. As another

consequence of these differences in durations, perceived loudness of (and therefore also

level differences between) sounds differed both between different duration combinations

in the current experiments and between the current and Schütte’s experiments. Second,

the experimental method of Schütte had a continuous stimulus presentation, i.e., the

two superimposed pulse trains with equal period and different acoustic parameters

alternated, allowing continuous judgement of the subjectively uniform rhythm. The

method of the current experiment, though iterative and imposing a strong fixed meter,

allowed only one judgement of subjective uniformity for the intervals between the five

perceptual centers in each presentation.

The finding of an influence of level cues on mean temporal positioning is in contrast

to the findings of Schütte, in which sound pressure level of the sounds presented in

quiet did not influence the mean temporal positioning. The fact that Schütte did not

find such an influence may result from his procedure. Unlike the current method, in

which only one target was “accented” by a level difference, continuous presentation

of alternating targets and references may have reduced the effect of accenting from a

difference in level, and allowed more precise judgements about the inter-onset interval

for targets and references with different levels.

Because level cues did influence temporal perception, increasing the target level in

the right ear in the [ILD] condition may have influenced perception of the inter-onset
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intervals. In the conditions with short-duration targets and long-duration markers,

perceptual dissimilarity caused by the increased difference in loudness was reduced by

the level increase, therewith counterbalancing the distorted perception of the inter-onset

interval. This reduced biases in temporal positioning of the [ILD] condition compared to

those of the [C] and [ITD] conditions. In the conditions with long-duration targets and

short-duration markers, perceptual dissimilarity was increased by the level increase,

resulting in larger biases in temporal positioning than for the [C] and [ITD] conditions.

In contrast to the asymmetry found for the [C] and [ITD] conditions, symmetry was

found for temporal positioning in the [ILD] condition. This symmetry may be the result

of a shift along the dimension of perceptual (dis)similarity induced by level cues.

3.7 Experiment 5: Temporal positioning for unequal durations

at low sensation levels

This experiment investigated the influence of a sound’s interaural differences on the

ability to temporally position its onset to the regular pattern of marker onsets, for

unequal durations of target and marker sounds, and equal low target sensation levels.

3.7.1 Method

Procedure

The same temporal positioning procedure was used. A continuous masker was added

to the stimulus to enable measurements at different target sensation levels.

Stimuli

The same three kinds of sounds as in experiment 2B were used: a continuous masker

with a level of 70 dB SPL, four markers with a level of 76 dB SPL, and a target at

two different sensation levels, at 6 dB and at 3 dB relative to the threshold in the

presence of the masker. All sounds were again broadband noises with independent

Gaussian probability distributions, covering the frequency range up to 22.05 kHz, only

limited by the frequency response of the reproduction system. No ramps were applied

to the sounds. The masker and the markers were identical at both ears, resulting in

lateralization in the center, while the same three lateralization conditions as in the

previous experiments were applied to the target.
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The same four unequal-duration combinations of 5-ms and 50-ms sounds with

350-ms sounds were used. The noise masker had a duration of 2500 ms, and started

simultaneously with the first marker and ended 500 ms after the last marker’s onset.

Subjects

The same nine subjects participated in the experiment. As in experiment 2B, one

subject did not complete the 6-dB target sensation level condition for the six

target/marker duration combinations other than the 50/50 condition, and therefore

data at this sensation level other than the 50/50 condition were limited to eight subjects.

3.7.2 Results

All 16 or 18 adjustments (2 adjustments for 8 or 9 subjects) for each condition were

pooled, because the between-subject variability was smaller than the within-subject

variability. The pooled data were scanned for severe outliers, and 1 severe outlier

out of 816 adjustments was removed from the results. Figure 3.8 shows the means

and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (ordinate), for

each lateralization condition (abscissa) and each unequal-duration target/marker

combination (panels). The different symbols represent the data measured in quiet (from

experiment 3, included for reference), at 6 dB, and at 3 dB target sensation level.

For each unequal-duration target/marker combination, mean onset positions at low

sensation levels deviated from physical isochrony in the same direction as the mean

onset positions in quiet. Some of them, though, closely approached physical isochrony

(see the [C] conditions in the 350/5 and the 350/50 combinations). Again, larger

variability in onset positions was observed at low target sensation levels than in quiet.

An analysis of variance on the means of the adjusted temporal onset positions for

all three target sensation levels revealed significant effects of both the lateralization

condition (F(2,586) = 5.04, p = 0.007) and the target/marker duration combination

(F(3,586) = 73.68, p < 0.001). No significant interaction between the lateralization

condition and the target/marker duration combination was found. Tukey HSD post-hoc

comparisons showed that the [C] and the [ILD] conditions were significantly different

from each other. For the target/marker duration combinations, all combinations were

significantly different from each other, except for 350/5 and 350/50.
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Figure 3.8: Means and standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions (in ms) in quiet

(from experiment 3, circles), at 6 dB (triangles), and 3 dB (squares) target sensation level, for each

lateralization condition and unequal-duration target/marker combination. Filled symbols represent

conditions with a perceptually relevant bias from physical isochrony.

A d’ analysis found that none of the unequal-duration combinations with the

smallest ratio in duration showed a bias from physical isochrony, that was large

compared to the subject reliability. The unequal-duration combinations with the largest

ratio in duration showed four biases, that were larger than the response variability at

low sensation levels, of which three occurred in the [ILD] condition. Of these three

biases, two had a standard deviation that was within 0.5 ms of the mean bias, resulting

in (rounded) d’ values of one.

As before, standard deviations were taken as the measure for temporal positioning

precision. Figure 3.9 shows the standard deviation of the adjusted temporal onset

positions (ordinate) at each target sensation level (abscissa), for each lateralization

condition (symbols) and each duration combination (panels).
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Figure 3.9: Standard deviations of the adjusted temporal onset positions versus target sensation levels,

for each unequal combination of target and marker durations and lateralization condition. Target

sensation levels are relative to the detection threshold in the 70-dB noise masker. The dotted line at

74 ms represents the calculated standard deviation of the random distribution of initial onset positions.

As shown in Fig. 3.9, standard deviations generally increased with a decrease

in signal-to-noise ratio for all lateralization conditions and duration combinations.

Standard deviations at the two low sensation levels were generally larger for the dichotic

conditions than for the diotic condition, again suggesting that temporal positioning

precision depended more strongly on sensation level for dichotic conditions than for

the diotic condition. At 3 dB sensation level, standard deviations were larger for the

combinations with 350-ms targets than for the combinations with 350-ms markers,

indicating less precise temporal positioning of the long-duration targets compared to

the temporal positioning of the short-duration targets.

A statistical analysis of paired comparisons between lateralization conditions was

performed for each unequal-duration target/marker combination using the F ratio of

the variances. Across all duration combinations together, the 36 paired comparisons
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showed only 5 significant differences, which all occurred between the [C] condition and

either the [ITD] or [ILD] condition at 6 and 3 dB sensation level (F(14−17,17) ≥ 3.13,

p ≤ 0.024). All other distributions were statistically identical, indicating that, although

visual inspection of the standard deviations for the dichotic conditions may suggest

otherwise, there was no systematic influence of interaural differences on temporal

positioning precision for each of the unequal-duration target/marker combinations.

3.7.3 Discussion

Because standard deviations generally increased with a decrease in target sensation

level, while mean target onset positions remained rather close or even got closer

to physical isochrony, the systematic biases from physical isochrony found for the

unequal-duration combinations in quiet were not found in noise. In addition, two of

the four observed biases had d’ values of only around 1.0. In general, the obtained

perceptually relevant biases did not show a systematic influence of unequal target and

marker durations on mean temporal positioning or positioning precision, indicating

that having unequal durations for the target and marker sounds did not affect temporal

perception of the target at low sensation levels.

The overall increases in standard deviation did show reduced temporal positioning

precision at the two lower target sensation levels compared to the temporal positioning

precision in quiet, but these increases were not systematically different for the three

applied lateralization conditions, as observed in experiment 2B. The larger standard

deviations at equal low sensation levels for the unequal-duration combinations with

350-ms targets compared to the unequal-duration combinations with 350-ms markers

may also be explained by the level of the target relative to the masker and the following

energy contrast at the target’s onset, as argued in the discussion of experiment 2B.

With regard to the second goal of this study, whether the established dissociation of

the perceived onset from the physical onset is influenced by spatial cues, the results of

the temporal positioning experiments with unequal-duration combinations of target and

markers did not reveal a significant influence of interaural differences on the perceived

onsets for sounds of various durations and sensation levels.
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3.8 General discussion

The current study addressed whether the previously established conclusions on the

influence of interaural differences on temporal perception accuracy and precision from

the study in chapter 2 can be extended to a wider range of signal durations. From the

experiments described in chapter 2 for 50-ms sounds, an influence of interaural time or

level differences that yield lateralization to the right on temporal perception precision

is likely to occur for the 5-ms and 350-ms targets at low sensation levels. Results of

experiments 1 and 2B confirmed that applying the interaural differences to the 350-ms

target degraded the precision with which they could be temporally positioned close to

the detection threshold, but not for the 5-ms targets. This finding is in line with the

idea that temporal perception precision of a signal depends on its signal-to-noise ratio

and its spatial configuration, regardless of its duration. Because the target’s detection

threshold varied with interaural differences and duration, the degradation of temporal

perception precision of its onset occurred at different sensation levels for each of the

lateralization conditions and durations used in the current study. This argumentation

could indeed explain the improvement and degradation in temporal perception precision

at equal low sensation levels in experiment 2B for both shorter and longer targets than

those used in chapter 2.

The significant differences in temporal perception precision between the diotic and

both dichotic conditions found at low suprathreshold levels are consistent with other

studies showing that the binaural hearing system provides less advantage for specific

perceptual tasks just above threshold than for detection. For example, Cohen (1981)

measured just-noticeable differences of interaural time differences for a diotic 250-Hz

sinusoidal signal in diotic, interaurally phase reversed, and statistically independent

noise maskers, for signal sensation levels of 9 through 18 dB. She found that, for

the conditions in which binaural unmasking improved detection, the just-noticeable

differences for lateralization were higher, indicating a degraded ability to discriminate

the laterality of the signal. Also, van de Par et al. (2005) investigated the ability of

subjects to discriminate signals with different envelope structures presented in a diotic

masking noise. In a diotic condition, discrimination was possible already at the detection

threshold. In a corresponding dichotic condition, however, where the detection threshold

was about 10 dB lower than the diotic threshold, the discrimination threshold was only

4 dB lower (i.e., about 6 dB above detection threshold). Despite the advantage of
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binaural listening, that facilitates detection of the signals at levels below the diotic

threshold, this finding indicates a reduced ability to discriminate between the two

signals at low sensation levels in these binaural unmasking conditions.

From the model of the transient behavior of the human hearing system (Schütte,

1978b), an increase in a signal’s duration was expected to have two effects on its

temporal perception. First, because a longer sound with rectangular envelope has a

shallower perceived transient than a shorter but otherwise identical sound, the moment

at which the required percentage of the maximum of the transient for perceiving the

onset of the sound is reached shifts, i.e., the perceived onset becomes dissociated from

the physical onset. Second, due to a shallower slope of the perceived transient for longer

sounds and/or a shift in perceived onset to a shallower part of the perceived transient,

this perceptual center should be less precisely defined in time.

The results of experiment 3, for sounds presented in quiet with unequal durations of

target and marker, showed the expected systematic shift of the perceptual center for the

350-ms sounds into their “interior” compared to the 5-ms or 50-ms sounds. No influence

of interaural differences on the shift of the perceptual center was observed. In contrast

to the findings of Schütte, level cues were found to influence mean temporal positioning.

The results of both experiments 1 and 3, for sounds presented in quiet with either equal

or unequal durations of target and marker, did not reveal the expected difference in

temporal positioning precision for the longer target and marker durations. As argued,

the steepness of the perceived transients and the dissociation of the perceived onset

from the physical onset, which were equal for both target and marker sounds but

different for each of the three durations, were probably not different enough to reduce

the precision of temporal perception. In experiments 2B and 5, for sounds presented

at low sensation levels with either equal or unequal durations of target and marker,

temporal positioning precision was too imprecise to identify perceptually relevant shifts

in mean temporal positioning.

The fact that temporal perception precision degrades below a particular

signal-to-noise ratio suggests that grouping based on common onset may be weakened

for these situations. Assuming that the temporal window for grouping signal

components’ onsets into an auditory object is enlarged due to the degradation of

temporal precision, such a broader time window has an increased probability to include

one or more increases in energy from other sources in the acoustic scene. Signal

components then become more difficult to group by their temporal cues. For instance,
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it may take more time before conclusive evidence for their grouping is gathered and an

auditory object can be formed. The signal components of a new source may be prevented

from grouping, and remain part of the acoustic scene until other evidence is gathered for

the existence of the source. This may be a contributing factor to the decrease of speech

intelligibility in noisy environments, where accurate temporal perception of transients

is required for the bottom-up processing of speech signals. Also, signal components of

multiple sources that exhibit a considerable increase in energy within close temporal

proximity may be incorrectly grouped into a single auditory object, i.e., result in an

unsuccessful segregation. However, having different interaural differences or a longer

duration of a sound lower its detection threshold and improve its sensation level. Thus,

even though temporal precision is degraded below a certain signal-to-noise ratio, the

interaural differences that lead to binaural unmasking still contribute to improved

detection and the perceptual organization of auditory objects within an acoustic scene.

3.9 Conclusion

The first question the current study addressed was whether the previous conclusions

from the study described in chapter 2, which found an influence of interaural

differences on temporal perception precision, can be extended to a wider range of

signal durations. For sounds presented in quiet, the perceived temporal position of

onsets was not systematically influenced by interaural differences or duration for

the three lateralization conditions and three durations used in the experiments. For

sounds presented at equal low sensation levels, temporal perception precision generally

degraded, but the magnitude of the effect depended on the sound’s spatial configuration

and duration. The signal-to-noise ratio and the difference in spatial configuration

between sound and masker strongly affect the level below which the precision of

the sound’s temporal perception is degraded, regardless of its duration. Because

a sound’s detection threshold depends on the spatial cues and duration, temporal

positioning precision was not equivalent at equal sensation levels in the different target

lateralization conditions and durations used in the current study. This is consistent

with previous conclusions about the influence of interaural differences on temporal

perception precision. Specifically, the absolute levels of the target and masker and

the spatial configuration jointly determine the level below which temporal perception

precision degrades.
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The second question the current study addressed was whether the dissociation of

the perceived onset from the physical onset, as observed by Schütte for diotic signals,

is influenced by interaural differences. For sounds presented in quiet, the perceptual

center for the 350-ms sounds shifted systematically into the “interior” of the sound

relative to the perceptual center for the 5-ms or 50-ms sounds, independent of spatial

configuration. Thus, it appears that the perceptual center is an intrinsic property of a

sound that is independent of its location or lateralization.



4 Sound segregation based on temporal

envelope structure and binaural cues†

The ability to segregate two spectrally and temporally overlapping signals

based on differences in temporal envelope structure and binaural cues

was investigated. The signals were a harmonic tone complex with 20-Hz

fundamental frequency and a band-pass noise, presented with equally-sized

directional information to opposite sides of the medial plane. As a measure

for segregation ability, threshold interaural time and level differences for

discriminating between the signals’ spatial configurations were measured

for various signal bandwidths, center frequencies, and temporal envelope

structures. Discrimination based on interaural level differences was good

for all tested conditions, although absolute thresholds depended on the

specific conditions. Discrimination based on interaural time differences

required the signals to cover a bandwidth of at least three contiguous

auditory filters. Manipulations of the temporal envelope for either signal

showed that discrimination based on interaural time differences was only

possible when temporal envelopes were sufficiently different. Long-term

interaural cross correlation patterns or long-term averaged patterns after

equalization-cancellation of the combined signals did not provide information

for the discrimination. The binaural system must, therefore, have been

capable of processing changes in interaural time differences within the period

of the harmonic tone complex, suggesting that monaural information from

the temporal envelopes influences the ability to use binaural information to

segregate individual signal components.

†This chapter is based on Schimmel, O., van de Par, S., Kohlrausch, A., and Breebaart, J. “Sound

segregation based on temporal envelope structure and binaural cues,” submitted for publication to

J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
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4.1 Introduction

The perceptual organization of sound sources within an auditory scene is based on

grouping the signal components that are likely to come from the same source into one

auditory object. The grouping of signal components into auditory objects is established

by similarities in spectral, temporal, and/or spatial cues, whereas dissimilarities in these

cues cause auditory objects to segregate from each other (cf. Bregman, 1990). The

process by which a composite signal is analyzed to identify its constituent components,

and the interactions between various grouping cues that contribute to segregation, are,

however, not yet fully understood.

For example, when the spectra of two simultaneously presented auditory objects

are different, the binaural information within each left-right pair of monaural auditory

filters is dominated by the spatial cues of the auditory object that has the most

energy in the frequency range of those auditory filters. Although in principle this could

provide sufficient cues for parsing individual auditory objects, two concurrent tones

that are harmonically related cannot be segregated by their differences in interaural

timing (Buell and Hafter, 1991). This suggests that signal components with a harmonic

relationship are grouped into one auditory object, regardless of their spatial cues.

Furthermore, identification of competing vowel-like sounds cannot be performed based

solely on disparities in interaural time difference (Culling and Summerfield, 1995). Thus,

in addition to different spectral cues and interaural time differences, additional evidence

supporting the presence of another auditory object is required for segregation to occur.

Such evidence could consist of a repeating tone, that can capture one harmonic of a

vowel into a separate auditory object (Hukin and Darwin, 1995b; Darwin and Hukin,

1997). Alternatively, correlated dynamic variation in frequency and/or amplitude, such

as in speech, is sufficient to segregate two vowel-like sounds based on interaural time

differences (Stern et al., 2006).

The above studies indicate that distinct spectral and temporal features of the

signal components are required to enable segregation of concurrent signals. Binaural

cues do not appear to be sufficient to cause segregation, thus, monaural grouping

cues are esssential for segregation to occur. Because spectral monaural cues alone

are insufficient to yield segregation (Culling and Summerfield, 1995), the question

arises whether temporal monaural cues alone can drive segregation. The current study

addressed the extent to which subjects could segregate two spectrally and temporally
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overlapping auditory objects that differed in their temporal envelope structures and

interaural differences. Due to the different temporal envelopes, each auditory object

could be easily recognized when listened to in isolation. By presenting the auditory

objects simultaneously, with equal spectral excitation patterns and equal but opposite

interaural differences, binaural cues from both auditory objects are, on average,

equally represented in each frequency band of the signals. In order to successfully

segregate and lateralize at least one of the auditory objects, subjects would have to

analyze the short-term interaural differences, and be able to associate the temporally

varying binaural information with the underlying signal components. The experiments

described in this study explore which stimulus conditions enable subjects to perform

such a segregation.

4.2 General method

As a measure for segregation, the experiments explored the ability of subjects to

discriminate between the spatial configurations of two simultaneously presented,

spectrally overlapping signals with different temporal envelopes and with equally-sized

directional information to opposite sides of the medial plane. The two signals were a

harmonic tone complex with a 20-Hz fundamental frequency, and a band-pass noise.

In order to correctly lateralize at least one of these concurrent signals, subjects must

attribute the binaural cues (interaural time or level differences) to the different temporal

envelopes. This task will be referred to as a discrimination task, because it required

subjects to discriminate between the spatial configurations of the two signals. As

a reference for lateralization performance in the discrimination task, the threshold

interaural time and level differences were measured for each of the two signals in

isolation. This task will be referred to as the detection task, because it deals with

the just-noticeable difference in lateralization for a single sound.

All experiments used the same method to measure thresholds for various

signal parameters. A three-interval, three-alternative forced-choice procedure with an

adaptive parameter adjustment was used in a within-subject experimental design with

counterbalanced block randomization. The subjects’ task was to identify the interval

that was different from the other two intervals. The adaptive parameter (interaural

time or level difference) was adjusted according to a two-down one-up rule, to track the

70.7%-correct response level (Levitt, 1971). The adaptive parameter (interaural time
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differences, in µs, or interaural level differences, in dB) was adjusted by multiplying or

dividing it with a certain factor. To increase the efficiency of the procedure, initially

this factor was 2.51 (= 108/20). After each second reversal the factor was reduced by

taking its square root until the minimum factor of 1.12 (= 101/20) was reached. Another

eight reversals were measured at this minimum factor, and the median of these eight

values was used to estimate threshold. Feedback was provided after each trial. In order

to avoid phase shifts beyond π in the harmonic tone complex and a consequential

lateralization to the contralateral side, the starting value for the adaptive interaural

time difference was chosen to be much less than π of the highest-frequency component

of the harmonic tone complex.

For each condition, at least four attempts were made by each subject to measure a

threshold. However, when the adaptive parameter exceeded a certain maximum value,

the tracking procedure was terminated and no threshold was measured. For these

conditions, measurements were either repeated to obtain a total of at least four proper

threshold values, or, for the most difficult conditions, measurements were stopped and

occasionally obtained threshold values were discarded. The measured thresholds were

checked for severe outliers (thresholds at more than three times the interquartile range

of the pooled data for each condition), which were then removed from the data set. Five

male subjects without any reported hearing problem participated in the experiments.

The experiments were conducted in an acoustically isolated listening room at

the Philips Research Laboratories. A computer running Matlab software generated

the stimuli and automated the experiments and data collection. Digital stimuli were

converted to analog signals by a Marantz CDA-94 two-channel 16-bit digital-to-analog

converter at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and presented to the subjects over Beyer

Dynamic DT990 Pro headphones.

4.3 Experiment 1: Effect of spatial cues

The first experiment investigated the extent to which subjects could discriminate

between the spatial configurations of two spectrally and temporally overlapping signals

with different temporal envelope structures.
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4.3.1 Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of two signals, for which the choice of parameters was inspired by

a related earlier study (van de Par et al., 2005): a harmonic tone complex with a 20-Hz

component spacing and a band-pass noise. The harmonic tone complex was defined as

a complex of sinusoidal components at multiples of 20 Hz, with zero starting phase:

x(n) =
j∑

k=i

A sin(2πkf0
n

fs

), (4.1)

where n is the sample number, fs is the sample frequency, i and j are integers that

indicate the harmonic number of the lowest and highest component in the harmonic

tone complex. Both signals had the same spectral range with a flat spectral envelope and

the same overall level (65 dB SPL), but differed in their temporal envelope structures.

Whereas the band-pass noise had an irregular temporal envelope, the envelope of

the harmonic tone complex was highly modulated and had a period of 50 ms. In all

experiments, independent noise signals were used in the three intervals of each trial.

For the discrimination task, the two signals were presented concurrently, resulting

in an overall stimulus level of 68 dB SPL. The target interval of the forced-choice

procedure had interaural time or level differences for the two signals such that the

harmonic tone complex was lateralized to the right and the band-pass noise to the left,

using identical but opposite interaural time or level differences. In the two reference

intervals, the interaural differences of both signals were reversed. The subjects’ task

was to identify the target interval that differed from the other two intervals, i.e., the

interval in which the harmonic tone complex was lateralized to the right.

For the detection task, the same harmonic tone complex and band-pass noise

were presented in isolation. The target interval of the forced-choice procedure had

an interaural time or level difference such that the signal was lateralized to the right.

The reference intervals had an identical opposite binaural cue such that the signal was

lateralized to the left. Again, the subjects’ task was to identify the target interval that

differed from the other two intervals, i.e., the interval in which the signal was lateralized

to the right. Please note that the interaural differences as reported hereafter are relative

to the medial plane, and that, due to the lateralizations to opposite sides of the medial

plane, the total spatial distance between the signals are in fact twice the size of these

interaural differences.
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The signals were of various bandwidths. In the narrowband conditions, the signals

were the width of one auditory filter (1 ERB) and centered at 280 Hz (bandwidth

of 60 Hz), 550 Hz (bandwidth of 80 Hz), or 800 Hz (bandwidth of 100 Hz). In the

wideband condition, the signals were 600 Hz wide (7 ERB) and centered at 550 Hz.

The intervals had a duration of 400 ms, including 30-ms raised-cosine onset and offset

ramps to avoid spectral splatter, and were separated by 300 ms of silence. For the ILD

conditions, the level changes were such that the sum of the levels of left and right target

signal remained constant at 68 dB SPL.

4.3.2 Results

Figure 4.1 displays the mean detection and discrimination thresholds, including the

standard errors of the mean, of the pooled data of the five subjects. The top panel

shows data for the ITD conditions, the bottom panel the data for the ILD conditions.

The abscissa indicates the four signal bandwidth conditions, with the three narrowband

conditions on the left and the wideband condition on the right. The ordinate indicates

the thresholds either for detection of a change in lateralization of the individual signals

or for discrimination between the lateralizations of the signals.

For the ITD conditions, all detection thresholds for lateralization changes of the

harmonic tone complex and band-pass noise were about 10-20 µs, and decreased slightly

for both signals with an increase in center frequency. The threshold values for the

wideband condition agreed with those for the narrowband condition with the highest

center frequency. For the narrowband conditions, no discrimination thresholds could

be obtained, indicating that discrimination of the two signals’ spatial configurations

based on interaural time differences was not possible when their spectral energy was

limited to one auditory filter. For the wideband condition, the discrimination threshold

was about 29 µs, indicating that discrimination was possible when the spectral energy

of the two signals was present across multiple auditory filters.

For the ILD conditions, all detection thresholds for lateralization changes of the

harmonic tone complex and band-pass noise were about 0.6 dB, independent of the

center frequency and the bandwidth. The discrimination thresholds were in the range

of about 1-32 dB, with the 32-dB threshold for the narrowband condition at 280-Hz

center frequency being beyond a plausible range for naturally occuring interaural level

differences, reflecting the difficulty of assigning binaural cues to either one of the two

signals. For the narrowband conditions, discrimination thresholds decreased from about
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Figure 4.1: Mean detection thresholds for the harmonic tone complex (squares) and band-pass noise

(triangles), and discrimination thresholds (circles) are shown for ITD (top panel) and ILD (bottom

panel) conditions of narrowband and wideband signals. Error bars indicate the standard errors of the

mean. Error bars smaller than the symbol size are omitted.
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32 dB to about 5 dB with increasing center frequency. The wideband discrimination

threshold of about 1 dB was close to the corresponding detection thresholds. These

results indicate that, in contrast to the ITD narrowband conditions, discrimination

between the spatial configurations of the harmonic tone complex and the band-pass

noise based on their opposite interaural level differences was possible within a single

auditory filter, although the thresholds for discrimination were considerably higher

than for detection. Analogous to discrimination for the ITD wideband conditions,

discrimination was best for conditions where the signals’ spectrum covered multiple

auditory filters.

4.3.3 Discussion

The discrimination experiments were constructed in such a way that, for successful

identification of the target interval, subjects could not rely on the long-term

properties of the composite signal. Because of the opposite interaural differences,

the long-term interaural cross correlation patterns or long-term patterns after

equalization-cancellation for the composite signal were theoretically identical, and

consequentially indistinguishable between target and reference intervals. Figure 4.2

shows the long-term interaural cross correlation patterns derived from the output of an

auditory filter centered at 550 Hz of the individual signals (dotted and dashed lines)

and the composite signal (solid line), computed using a gammatone filterbank. The

individual signals had an interaural time difference equivalent to the discrimination

threshold of about 29 µs, which is reflected in slightly different positions of the maxima

of the cross correlation patterns. The cross correlation pattern of the composite signal

has its maximum at 0 µs, and is highly symmetrical, as can be seen by comparing

the pattern (the solid line) with its mirrored version (the circles on the solid line). It

seems, therefore, unlikely that subjects used the long-term interaural cross correlation

patterns for discriminating between the spatial configurations of the two signals.

A possible objection to this statement may be that succesful identification of

the target interval also could have been performed without segregation. The spatial

perception of a single auditory object consisting of unsegregated signals is based on

the various directional cues of the constituent signals, that are likely to fuse into a

single intracranial image (Stellmack and Lutfi, 1996). Given the common temporal

onset, spectral cues, and identical but opposite interaural differences in the current

experiment, this would be expected to result in a spatial image that is a weighted
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Figure 4.2: Long-term interaural cross correlations of the signals at the output of the auditory filter

centered at 550 Hz. The dash-dotted and dashed lines represent the interaural cross correlations of

the individual signals, showing opposite lateralizations at discrimination threshold (peaks centered

at τ = ±29 µs). The solid line represents the interaural cross correlation of the composite signal,

showing the effective cancellation of the individual signals’ lateralizations (peak centered at τ = 0 µs).

Note that the circles representing the cross correlation of the composite signal when plotted mirrored

are nearly identical to the solid line, indicating that the long-term interaural cross correlation is not

expected to provide directional information for distinguishing between target and reference intervals.

average of the components’ directional cues, leading to lateralization in the center and,

therewith, inhibiting any discrimination between the opposite lateralizations of the two

signals. However, this reasoning is based on a linear processing in the auditory system.

Assuming that peripheral compression reduced the peaks in the temporal envelope of

the harmonic tone complex stronger than the temporal envelope of the band-pass noise,

the contributions of the two signals to the long-term interaural cross correlation may

differ. If so, the combination of the two signals could have been perceived as a single

auditory object with an averaged lateralization different from the center and subjects

could have used the long-term interaural cross correlation. In such a situation, the

intracranial image would be lateralized to different sides for the target and reference

intervals, and the task could have been performed by detecting the interval with a

change in overall lateralization of the composite signal, without the need to segregate

the individual signals into separate auditory objects.

Another possible criticism to the discussion above is that the presence of level cues

for the ILD conditions could have allowed monaural segregation. The discrimination
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task could then have been performed by listening to one ear and selecting the target

interval based on monaural level cues. Experiments 2A and 2B in the next section were

designed to test these two alternative accounts for the results of experiment 1.

4.4 Experiment 2A: Possible role of overall lateralization

This first control experiment investigated whether subjects could have performed the

discrimination task for the stimuli with interaural time differences of experiment 1 by

judging a possible overall lateralization of the composite signal, without the need to

discriminate between the lateralizations of the two individual signals. To effectively

inhibit an overall lateralization as a cue for performing the discrimination task, in each

interval the actual interaural time difference, as adjusted by the adaptive procedure,

was changed for both signals by the same amount using a random offset (rove).

4.4.1 Stimuli

The measurements were limited to the wideband ITD condition of experiment 1, using

the same harmonic tone complex and band-pass noise. The amount of roving was

random between zero and the size of the adapted interaural time difference, and it

was applied in the same direction to both signals, in order to keep the difference in

lateralizations between them constant. This way, a possible overall lateralization would

change randomly in each interval within a trial, while the spatial distance between the

signals was maintained.

4.4.2 Results

The mean discrimination threshold for the nonroving condition from experiment 1 was

29 µs, and for the roving condition from the current experiment it was 34 µs. Both

values had the same standard error of the mean of 2 µs. Analysis by a t test showed

that these results were statistically not significantly different (p = 0.109).

4.4.3 Discussion

The 5-µs difference in mean discrimination thresholds was well below the 10-20 µs

detection threshold for a change in lateralization of the individual signals, indicating

that the difference between the nonroving and roving conditions is too small to be
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considered perceptually relevant. If an overall lateralization cue of the composite signal

was the main cue for discriminating between the three intervals, a significant decrease

in discrimination performance was expected. Finding no significant or perceptually

relevant effect of roving the interaural differences for discriminating between the

lateralizations of the two signals leads to the conclusion that the results from

experiment 1 cannot be explained by an overall lateralization of the composite

signal. Thus, the results remain consistent with the assumption that discrimination

performance was mediated by segregation and lateralization of the constituent signals.

4.5 Experiment 2B: Monaural vs. binaural listening

This second control experiment investigated whether the discrimination task for stimuli

with interaural level differences of experiment 1 could have been performed by monaural

listening, or whether it required an analysis of binaural cues. The contributions of

monaural and binaural listening were addressed separately.

4.5.1 Stimuli

To investigate the potential of monaural listening, the discrimination task was repeated

for all ILD conditions from experiment 1, with the modification that only the right-ear

signal was presented. It was presented diotically, such that all binaural cues were

excluded and only the monaural level cues within one ear, resulting from the different

temporal envelopes of the harmonic tone complex and the band-pass noise, were

available for identifying the target and reference intervals.

To investigate the influence of binaural listening, the discrimination task from

experiment 1 was repeated for the wideband ILD condition. For each presentation

within a trial, a random level rove, equally distributed between -2 and 2 dB or between

-5 and 5 dB, was applied on the harmonic tone complex, followed by an independent

level normalization of the composite left and right ear signals to 68 dB SPL each. Due

to the resulting variability in the relative levels of the harmonic tone complex and the

band-pass noise, the monaural level cues were unreliable for doing the discrimination

task, and only the binaural cues were available for identifying the target interval.
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4.5.2 Results

Figure 4.3 displays the means and standard errors of the mean for the dichotic (from

experiment 1) and diotic signal conditions (from the current experiment) with various

bandwidths and center frequencies. On the right side of the figure the discrimination

thresholds for the wideband dichotic signal conditions with the level rove are shown.

Monaural (diotic) discrimination thresholds in the narrowband conditions decreased

with an increase in center frequency, much like the corresponding binaural (dichotic)

discrimination thresholds from experiment 1. However, the monaural thresholds were

considerably lower than the binaural thresholds. The monaural and binaural thresholds

for the wideband condition were similar, indicating equivalent discrimination ability.

Analysis of variance on the means of the dichotic versus diotic conditions showed

significant effects of signal bandwidth (F(3,153) = 152.88, p < 0.001) and interaural

condition (F(1,153) = 82.72, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction between these two

parameters (F(3,153) = 23.82, p < 0.001). Tukey post-hoc analysis revealed that, for

all three narrowband conditions, the diotic conditions were significantly different from

the dichotic conditions. For the wideband condition, the diotic and dichotic conditions

were statistically identical.

The thresholds for the two conditions in which the level was roved to inhibit any

monaural cues for performing the discrimination task were also similar to the threshold

of the wideband condition without level roving, showing equivalent discrimination

ability as well. Analysis of variance on the means of the wideband nonroving and

roving conditions showed that these three conditions were statistically not significantly

different from each other (F(2,63) = 2.02, p = 0.142).

4.5.3 Discussion

The difference between dichotic and diotic discrimination in the narrowband conditions

shows that better performance could have been obtained if subjects were able to listen

to the signals at one ear only, which apparently they could not. This finding reveals

that dichotic stimulus presentation actually reduces discrimination performance for

narrowband stimuli, while for wideband stimuli, performance is similar. This suggests

that for narrowband stimuli, binaural processing cannot be ignored. Although this may

seem surprising, it was shown before that subjects are sometimes unable to ignore the

information presented to one ear while performing a task that could be solved with
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Figure 4.3: Mean discrimination thresholds are shown for the ILD conditions at various signal

bandwidths and center frequencies. Displayed on the right are the results of the wideband level roving

conditions. The different symbols represent the discrimination thresholds for dichotic signal conditions

(open markers) and diotic (closed markers) signal conditions. Error bars indicate the standard errors

of the mean. Error bars smaller than the symbol size are omitted.

the information simultaneously presented to the other ear (Heller and Trahiotis, 1995).

For the wideband conditions, the similarity between diotic and dichotic discrimination

thresholds indicates that the signals’ spatial configurations could be discriminated

equally well using either monaural or binaural cues, making it impossible to distinguish

between monaural and binaural listening in the wideband ILD conditions.

To investigate the contribution of binaural listening in the wideband ILD condition,

the relative levels of the harmonic tone complex and the band-pass noise were roved.

Due to the level roving, the monaural level cues were not reliable for the discrimination

task, and discrimination performance must result from binaural processing. The results

for these roving conditions were, however, similar to the corresponding nonroving

condition of experiment 1, suggesting that the discrimination task for the wideband

ILD conditions could also have been mediated by binaural cues.
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Table 4.1: Conditions of experiment 3: Signal center frequency and bandwidth for the harmonic tone

complex and the band-pass noise (in Hz), with the spectral energy distributed over contiguous or

noncontiguous auditory filters.

Contiguous noncontiguous

CF BW CF BW

2 ERB 550 180 280 60

800 100

3 ERB 550 260 280 60

550 80

800 100

5 ERB 550 420

4.6 Experiment 3: Effect of bandwidth

Because in experiment 1 it was found that signal bandwidth has a pronounced effect

on the ability to discriminate between the spatial configurations of the two signals,

it is of interest to know whether the increase in performance is due to across-channel

or within-channel cues. Therefore, various bandwidth conditions were explored, with

the spectral energy of both signals distributed over either contiguous or noncontiguous

auditory filters.

4.6.1 Stimuli

Both the harmonic tone complex and the band-pass noise were presented with

bandwidths of 2, 3, and 5 ERB, all centered at 550 Hz. In the case of 2 and 3 ERB

bandwidths, both signals were presented in contiguous as well as in noncontiguous

auditory filters, i.e., the spectral energy of the signals was distributed over frequency

bands of 1 ERB wide that were not adjacent. These noncontiguous conditions involved

the same bands as the narrowband conditions from experiment 1. For the 2 ERB

condition, the bands were centered at 280 Hz and 800 Hz, for the 3 ERB condition, the

bands were centered at 280 Hz, 550 Hz, and 800 Hz. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the

spectral parameters used in the current experiment.
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4.6.2 Results

Figure 4.4 displays the mean discrimination thresholds and the standard errors of the

mean. The top panel shows the data for the ITD conditions, the bottom panel shows the

data for the ILD conditions. The abscissa indicates five signal bandwidth conditions,

including the narrowband (1 ERB) and wideband (7 ERB) conditions measured in

experiment 1. The ordinate indicates the thresholds for discrimination between the

spatial configurations of the signals.

For the ITD conditions, no discrimination thresholds could be obtained for

signals with their spectral energy in less than three contiguous auditory filters or in

noncontiguous auditory filters of 1 ERB width. This insensitivity to interaural time

differences for the conditions with the spectral energy in two or three noncontiguous

auditory filters matches the results for the narrowband conditions with the spectral

energy confined to a single auditory filter from experiment 1. These results indicate

that the combination of the information across auditory filters per se did not improve

discrimination performance. For the bandwidth of 3 ERB, a discrimination threshold of

about 52 µs was only measured when the signal’s spectral energy was in three contiguous

auditory filters. The threshold of about 34 µs for the 5 ERB condition was similar to the

previously established threshold (about 29 µs) for the 7 ERB wideband condition. These

data indicate that segregation of the signals by interaural time differences requires that

their spectral energy covers at least three contiguous auditory filters.

For the ILD conditions, the discrimination threshold for signals with a bandwidth

of 2 ERB in contiguous auditory filters was about 1.4 dB, and already very close to the

thresholds of about 1 dB for all larger signal bandwidths in contiguous auditory filters.

For the signal bandwidths with the spectral energy in two and three noncontiguous

auditory filters, thresholds were about 3.5 and 2.2 dB, respectively 2.1 and 1.2 dB

higher than for the corresponding bandwidth conditions with contiguous auditory

filters. These data indicate that, again in contrast to the corresponding ITD conditions,

discrimination based on interaural level differences of the signals was possible for narrow

bandwidths, even when the spectral energy was in noncontiguous auditory filters. When

the bandwidth was increased by distributing the spectral energy over two or three

noncontiguous auditory filters, discrimination thresholds decreased compared to the

condition with the spectral energy in only one auditory filter, showing an ability to

combine information from the auditory filters and improve discrimination performance.
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Figure 4.4: Mean discrimination thresholds are shown for ITD (top panel) and ILD (bottom panel)

conditions for various signal bandwidth conditions. The symbols represent the results for signals in

contiguous auditory filters (open markers), centered at 550 Hz, and in noncontiguous auditory filters

(closed markers), centered at 280 Hz and 550 Hz and/or 800 Hz. Included are the previously established

results of the narrowband (1 ERB) and wideband (7 ERB) conditions, also centered at 550 Hz. Error

bars indicate the standard errors of the mean. Error bars smaller than the symbol size are omitted.
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4.6.3 Discussion

The obtained data, in particular those for the ITD conditions, indicate a specific

effect of having the signal in a number of contiguous auditory filters. The ability to

discriminate between the spatial configurations of the harmonic tone complex and the

band-pass noise increases with increasing signal bandwidth, which may be caused by

the peakedness of the temporal envelopes of the presented stimuli. With increasing

bandwidth, the temporal envelope of the band-pass noise does not change, except for a

relative increase in higher envelope frequences. The temporal envelope of the harmonic

tone complex, which is similar to the temporal envelope of the band-pass noise when

the bandwidth is small, becomes increasingly peaked with an increase in bandwidth,

and therefore progressively different from the temporal envelope of the band-pass noise.

Figure 4.5 shows the output for a 550-Hz auditory filter, computed using a

gammachirp filterbank (Irino and Patterson, 2006), for the harmonic tone complex

(left column), the band-pass noise (middle column), and the composite signal (right

column). Shown from top to bottom are the results for signal bandwidths of 1 ERB (top

row), 3 ERB in noncontiguous auditory filters (middle row), and 3 ERB in contiguous

auditory filters (bottom row). The peak factor of the band-pass noise is about the same

for all three spectral conditions. The peak factor of the harmonic tone complex increases

with the presence of signal energy in adjacent auditory filters (compare top and bottom

panel), but is not affected by adding components at remote spectral regions (compare

top and middle panel). A similar change in peak factor is observed for the composite

signal. The availability of these distinguishable peaks in the composite signal’s envelope

apparently enhances the ability to process binaural cues of the signal components at

these moments in time, similar to an onset response that enables the processing of

signal components at a specific spectrotemporal position to be dominant for a brief

period of time (Bregman et al., 1994a).

In the next experiment, further evidence is provided for the idea that the

discrimination ability between the spatial configurations of two signals depends on

their temporal envelopes. From the previous discussion, the ability to discriminate

between the spatial configurations of the signals may be expected to break down when

their temporal envelope structures are more similar. To explore a possible breakdown

of discrimination ability, the experiments were partially repeated for changed temporal

envelope structures of either the harmonic tone complex or the band-pass noise.
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4.7 Experiment 4: Effect of temporal envelope

This experiment investigated the effect of temporal envelopes on the ability to

discriminate between the spatial configurations of two spectrally and temporally

overlapping signals. Various temporal envelope structure manipulations were applied

to either the harmonic tone complex or to the band-pass noise. The experiment was

limited to measuring the discrimination thresholds for the wideband signal conditions,

because these measurements led to the lowest thresholds in the previous experiments.

4.7.1 Stimuli

The temporal envelope of the harmonic tone complex was manipulated in three different

ways to yield a temporal envelope more similar to that of the band-pass noise. First, a

random starting phase was applied to each of the harmonic tone complex components,

which results in a temporal envelope with a low peak or crest factor (a signal’s peak

amplitude divided by its RMS value). The harmonic tone complex was defined as:

x(n) =
j∑

k=i

A sin(2πkf0
n

fs

+ Φr), (4.2)

where Φr is a random number uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2π).

Second, both positive and negative Schroeder phases were applied to the harmonic

tone complex components, i.e., an upward and downward frequency sweep of the

components, resulting in a flat temporal envelope of the harmonic tone complex. The

harmonic tone complex was now defined as:

x(n) =
j∑

k=i

A sin(2πkf0
n

fs

+ ΦS(k − i)), (4.3)

with:

ΦS(m) =
1
2
π + cπ(m + 1)m

j − i + 1
, (4.4)

where c = 1 for a positive Schroeder phase, and c = −1 for a negative Schroeder phase.

Due to the linear frequency modulation, the excitation peak in the different auditory

filters was not synchronized as it was for the zero-starting-phase signal.

In Fig. 4.6 are displayed the four phase conditions as applied to the wideband

harmonic tone complex. Each phase condition results in a different temporal envelope

structure. The top left panel shows the zero-phase harmonic tone complex as used in

experiment 1, with its regularly peaked pattern. In the top right panel can be seen
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Figure 4.6: Four phase conditions of the wideband harmonic tone complex, resulting in different

temporal envelopes. The phase of the components was manipulated to yield temporal envelopes of

the harmonic tone complex more similar to the temporal envelope of the band-pass noise.

that the periodic pattern of strong peaks for the zero-phase harmonic tone complex

completely disappears when a random phase is given to each component. The left

and right bottom panels show the positive and negative Schroeder-phase harmonic

tone complexes, respectively, for which the application of the Schroeder phases to the

components results in a periodic signal with a flat temporal envelope.

Third, the component spacing of the harmonic tone complex was set to 40 and

80 Hz, which results in an increase in the number of peaks in the temporal envelope, but

actually reduces the peak factor after filtering on the basilar membrane. The harmonic

tone complex was defined as in equation 1, for f0 = 40 Hz and f0 = 80 Hz. To preserve

the harmonicity of the harmonic tone complex at multiples of 40 and 80 Hz, the spectral

features of both signals had to be slightly changed and were set to a 560-Hz center

frequency with a 600-Hz bandwidth for f0 = 40 Hz, and a 600-Hz center frequency

with a 640-Hz bandwidth for f0 = 80 Hz.

The temporal envelope of the band-pass noise was manipulated by applying a

20-Hz sinusoidal amplitude modulation to yield a temporal envelope with regular
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Table 4.2: Conditions of experiment 4: Temporal envelope structure manipulations for the harmonic

tone complex (HTC) or the band-pass noise (BPN), including their spectral properties. The

manipulation was only applied to the temporal envelope of the signal mentioned, the temporal envelope

of the other signal remained the same as in experiment 1.

Signal Temporal envelope CF BW

HTC Random phase 550 600

HTC Positive Schroeder phase 550 600

HTC Negative Schroeder phase 550 600

HTC 40-Hz fundamental 560 600

HTC 80-Hz fundamental 600 640

BPN Amplitude modulation (φ = 0) 550 600

BPN Amplitude modulation (φ = π) 550 600

peaks at the same period as those of the zero-phase harmonic tone complex. The

amplitude-modulated band-pass noise was defined as:

y(n) = N(n)(1 + cos(2πf0
n

fs

+ ΦAM))

√
2

3
, (4.5)

where N is the band-pass noise, and the multiplication with
√

2
3

is applied to

preserve the energy of the noise. The harmonic tone complex and amplitude-modulated

band-pass noise were presented either temporally in-phase (ΦAM = 0), such that the

envelope maxima of both signals coincided, or out-of-phase (ΦAM = π), such that the

envelope maxima of one signal coincided with the envelope minima of the other signal.

Table 4.2 gives an overview of the signals’ temporal envelope conditions, including their

spectral properties.

4.7.2 Results

Figure 4.7 shows the means and the standard errors of the mean. The top panel

shows the data for the various temporal envelopes for the wideband ITD conditions.

The bottom panel shows the data for the temporal envelopes for the wideband

ILD conditions. The abscissa indicates the eight temporal envelopes, including the

combination of the zero-phase harmonic tone complex and the unmodulated band-pass

noise from experiment 1 to the left in both panels. The ordinate indicates the thresholds

for discrimination between the spatial configurations of the signals.
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Figure 4.7: Mean discrimination thresholds are shown for ITD (top panel) and ILD (bottom panel)

conditions for various temporal envelopes. The symbols represent results for envelope manipulations

of the harmonic tone complex (open markers) or band-pass noise (closed markers). All signals were

wideband (7 ERB) and centered at 550 Hz. Included on the left is the previously established result for

the zero-phase wideband condition. Error bars indicate the standard errors of the mean. Error bars

smaller than the symbol size are omitted.
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For the condition with a random starting phase on each component of the harmonic

tone complex, discrimination of the spatial configurations based on interaural time

differences was not possible. Discrimination of the spatial configurations based on

interaural level differences was seriously degraded compared to the reference zero-phase

condition, and the threshold ILD of about 29 dB was beyond the value needed for

maximal lateralization. Changing the temporal envelope structure of the harmonic tone

complex reduced its the peak factor and made it similar to the temporal envelope of the

band-pass noise, instead of regularly peaked as in the zero-phase condition. Changing

the temporal envelope structure also influenced the regular pattern of interaural

differences, and consequentially made discrimination either impossible or very difficult.

When using either positive or negative Schroeder phases for the harmonic tone

complex components, discrimination based on interaural time differences was also not

possible. Discrimination based on interaural level differences was only slightly degraded

compared to the zero-phase condition, with thresholds 1.2 and 0.6 dB higher for the

positive and negative Schroeder-phase conditions, respectively.

For the condition with 40-Hz component spacing of the harmonic tone complex,

discrimination based on interaural time differences was similar to performance for the

20-Hz condition, with a threshold 7 µs higher, while for the condition with 80-Hz

component spacing discrimination was not possible anymore. For these two component

spacing conditions, discrimination based on interaural level differences was equal to

performance for the zero-phase condition, with thresholds 0.0 and 0.2 dB higher for the

40-Hz and 80-Hz component spacing conditions, respectively. Thus, halving the time

between the regular maxima in the temporal envelope of the harmonic tone complex to

25 ms caused no change in binaural sensitivity. By again halving the time between

regular maxima to 12.5 ms, binaural processing of interaural time differences was

degraded. This could mean either that the peak factor of the temporal envelopes was so

reduced after filtering on the basilar membrane that the individual signal components

could no longer be distinguished monaurally, or that the temporal resolution of the

binaural system was not sufficient for the required switching between the opposite

binaural cues. Again, no change in binaural sensitivity to interaural level differences

was found, indicating that small opposite interaural level differences for each signal,

combined with different temporal envelopes, sufficed to allow discrimination between

the spatial configurations of the two signals.
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For the condition with the harmonic tone complex and the amplitude-modulated

band-pass noise presented in-phase (φAM = 0), discrimination based on interaural time

differences was not possible, while for the condition with the two signals presented

out-of-phase (φAM = π), discrimination was equal to the zero-phase condition, with

a threshold only 1 µs higher. For these two conditions, discrimination based on

interaural level differences was similar to performance for the zero-phase condition,

with thresholds respectively 0.6 dB higher and 0.1 dB lower for the in-phase and

out-of-phase conditions. Thus, when the maxima of both signals coincided temporally,

the envelopes were apparently not different enough to enable discrimination between

the spatial configurations of the signals based on interaural time differences. Small level

differences between the signals provided sufficient monaural or binaural information to

discriminate between their spatial configurations. When the maxima of the signals

alternated temporally, the binaural processing of these signals was comparable to that

for the reference zero-phase condition, with comparable performance in discrimination.

4.7.3 Discussion

Because the long-term interaural cross correlation patterns or long-term patterns after

equalization-cancellation for the combined signals were indistinguishable between the

target and reference intervals (see Fig. 4.2), short-term binaural processing must have

played a role in discriminating between the spatial configurations of the two signals. For

determining the spatial configurations of the individual signals on the short term, the

binaural system would require sufficient information about their temporal envelopes

to distinguish between them and assign the spatial cues to the correct signal. Given

the obtained threshold ITDs of only 29 µs, the pattern of changing binaural cues

spanned a rather narrow margin of change, and it seems implausible that inferences

on the temporal envelopes of the individual signals could be made by the binaural

system based on only this information. Therefore, it seems that the monaural temporal

envelope cues must somehow have supported the selection of temporal intervals at which

the one signal was dominant or the other, and facilitate the organization of temporally

varying binaural cues within the period of the harmonic tone complex.

In line with this view, it follows that for discrimination between the spatial

configurations of two spectrally and temporally overlapping signals, the temporal

envelopes of the signals need to be sufficiently different, either in terms of the degree of

modulation or the relative timing of the envelope maxima, in order to be able to link
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the pattern of temporally changing binaural cues to the envelope maxima of the signals.

For the selection of binaural cues within a composite signal, interaural differences have,

therefore, to be considered only at time instants at which the sound of a single source

is dominant in one or more auditory filters.

A recent approach to select these time instants by analyzing the interaural coherence

is the directional cue selection model of Faller and Merimaa (2004). In this model, the

time instants at which a single sound is dominating in an acoustic scene are identified

as moments were the interaural coherence is high. Here, an adaptation of their model,

using a gammachirp filterbank (Irino and Patterson, 2006) instead of a gammatone

filterbank and peripheral compression stages, is used to determine the short-term cross

correlation patterns for the stimuli used in the experiments. Figure 4.8 shows the results

for the wideband condition, in which the harmonic tone complex had its components

in zero starting phase, and the noise signal was unmodulated. The top panel shows the

wideband signal for one ear, while the middle panel shows the output of a single auditory

filter centered at 550 Hz from the gammachirp filterbank, followed by a hair cell model.

The bottom panel shows the cross correlation pattern between the left- and right-ear

signals, computed with an exponentially decaying window with a time constant of

10 ms (Faller and Merimaa, 2004). High correlation values are indicated by darker

colors in the figure, and the maximum of the cross correlation function at each temporal

instant is traced by the white curve. The interaural time difference of the signals was

±100 µs, a value much larger than the experimental discrimination threshold. The

maximum of the cross correlation pattern varies periodically between the values of

±100 µs (indicated by the dashed lines) in close synchrony with the monaural envelope

of the composite signal, enabling the determination of the individual signal components’

lateralizations. Figure 4.9 shows the corresponding patterns for the combination of

a random-phase harmonic tone complex and the unmodulated noise. Here, neither

the monaural envelope nor the cross correlation pattern allow determination of time

instants at which one of the two constituent signals is dominant, making it impossible

to link specific moments in the internal representation of interaural delay to those of the

monaural envelopes, and thus to distinguish between the target and reference intervals

based on the available spatial information.

From the regular short-term interaural cross correlation pattern as displayed in

the bottom panel of Fig. 4.8, it may be argued that identification of the test and

reference intervals could have been established by distinguishing between the regularly
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changing pattern of the cross correlation function in the test interval and its interaural

inverse in the reference intervals. However, subjects were found to be insensitive to fast

changes in binaural cues (Grantham and Wightman, 1978), such as observed in the

lower panel synchronous to the peaks of the auditory filter output in the middle panel.

In addition, the extremes of the pattern of changing binaural cues at discrimination

threshold are within a narrow range between ±29-µs. Therefore, it seems unlikely that

identification of test and reference intervals was a matter of perceiving a difference

between such a pattern and its interaural inverse. Furthermore, the same analysis as

in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 was applied to the condition with the zero-phase harmonic tone

complex and the amplitude-modulated band-pass noise presented with their envelope

maxima temporally in-phase. Figure 4.10 shows that the cross correlation pattern from

this analysis exhibits similar changes synchronous to the peaks in the auditory filter

output as displayed in Fig. 4.8, that should enable subjects to distinguish between this

pattern and its interaural inverse. In this condition, however, subjects were unable to

do the discrimination task, leading to the conclusion that identification of the test and

reference intervals only based on comparison of the pattern of changing binaural cues

with its interaural inverse is not plausible.

The principle of determining a time instants’ dominant signal and processing the

momentary spatial cues would, for instance, also explain the inability to discriminate

the Schroeder-phase harmonic tone complexes in the presence of the band-pass noise.

The effect of applying Schroeder-phases to the harmonic tone complex is twofold.

Due to the frequency-dependent group delay, maxima in the temporal envelope are

asynchronous across frequency. Therefore, no single moment in time can be defined

where the harmonic tone complex dominates across all frequencies synchronously.

Furthermore, positive Schroeder phases compensate for the phase dispersion on the

basilar membrane, resulting in a larger peak factor at the output of the basilar

membrane, while negative Schroeder phases result in a lower peak factor (Kohlrausch

and Sander, 1995). Apparently, synchrony across frequency is essential to reach the

discrimination performance as observed for the zero-phase harmonic tone complex.

4.8 General discussion

This study investigated whether and to what extent two spectrally and temporally

overlapping signals could be segregated by their temporal envelope structures and
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binaural cues. As a measure for segregation ability, threshold interaural time and

level differences for discriminating between the two signals’ spatial configurations were

obtained for various signal conditions. It was shown that the application of a rove on the

interaural time difference for the two signals did not influence the discrimination ability

of the signals’ spatial configurations, compared to the corresponding condition without

directional roving. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the obtained discrimination results

based on interaural time differences can be explained by the subjects’ perception of

a change of the overall spatial image of the stimulus between the test and reference

intervals, consistent with the conclusion that the two signal components were segregated

and individually lateralized.

For the ITD conditions, the spatial configurations of the signals could only be

discriminated when the bandwidth of the signals exceeded two contiguous auditory

filters. This bandwidth dependency may be related to across-frequency integration

of the coherence between temporal envelopes in the stimulated auditory filters (cf.

Trahiotis and Stern, 1994). The across-frequency integration could explain why the

Schroeder-phase harmonic tone complex could not be discriminated from the band-pass

noise, because the maxima of each signal’s temporal envelope were not synchronous

across frequencies. However, it is unclear how the across-frequency integration could

account for the inability to discriminate between signals that had their energy in

noncontiguous bands, because for those conditions the maxima of each signal’s temporal

envelopes were synchronous across frequency. This inability may be attributed to the

observed difference in peak factor of contiguous-band versus noncontiguous-band signals

(see Fig. 4.5). For the contiguous-band harmonic tone complex, the signal components

in adjacent auditory filters contributed to the within-channel peak factor, which did not

occur for the noncontiguous-band harmonic tone complex and the noncontiguous-band

and contiguous-band band-pass noises. A similar contribution of signal components

in adjacent auditory filters to within-channel perception was shown in the context of

comodulation masking release (Verhey et al., 1999).

The obtained results are consistent with the hypothesis that analysis of the

monaural information from the temporal envelopes at each ear influences the attribution

of binaural information to signal components. For the ITD conditions, discrimination of

the signals’ spatial configurations was found to be impaired for conditions in which their

temporal envelopes were similar or the maxima of the temporal envelopes coincided.

For the contiguous wideband signal conditions, the harmonic tone complex had a
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considerably higher peak factor than the band-pass noise and discrimination of their

spatial configurations was possible. For the narrowband or noncontiguous-band signal

conditions, the temporal envelopes of the two signals were much more similar and

discrimination was not possible. Also for the wideband random-phase harmonic tone

complex and the in-phase amplitude-modulated band-pass noise conditions, it was more

difficult to distinguish between the temporal envelopes of the two signals, resulting in

the inability to discriminate between the spatial configurations of the two signals.

For the ILD conditions, the signals’ spatial configurations could be discriminated

within a single auditory filter, as long as the phase spectrum of the harmonic tone

complex was not random. The left and right ear received different relative levels of the

harmonic tone complex and the band-pass noise. Therefore, unlike the ITD conditions,

the envelope was more peaked in the ear where the harmonic tone complex was louder.

Listening to only the left or right ear, in principle, provided sufficient cues to perform

the discrimination task. For the narrowband conditions, the performance based on

monaural listening was even better than the one based on binaural listening. This

finding suggests that the processing of binaural information from each left-right pair

of auditory filters takes priority over the processing of monaural information from the

individual auditory filters, even at the cost of accurate perception. For the wideband

conditions, performance based only on either monaural or binaural listening was found

to be very similar. Therefore, it is not possible to distinguish between monaural or

binaural processing on the basis of these results.

In general, differences in the temporal envelope of signals seem to improve the

use of their binaural cues for segregation. These differences even may have allowed

monaural segregation of the composite signal’s components by perceiving continuity in

temporal envelope features that are “glimpsed” at momentary differences in level (cf.

Shinn-Cunningham, 2005; Cooke, 2006). To establish such segregation, the auditory

system may adopt simultaneously several hypotheses about how the monaural input

signals can be segregated based on monaural temporal envelope features. The binaural

cues corresponding to each of the envelope features would then assist in selecting the

most likely hypothesis, based on the assumption that within one auditory stream the

binaural cues have to be coherent across time. Also some top-down processing may

be assumed in this context, as prior knowledge about a certain signal would enhance

its identification. Thus, for the selection of binaural cues within composite signals,

interaural time and level differences are best considered only at time instants at which
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the sound of a single source is dominant in one or more auditory filters. In the directional

cue selection model of Faller and Merimaa (2004), these time instants are identified by

analyzing the interaural coherence, and correspond well to the moments in time at

which glimpsing would be operative.

In a previous study (van de Par et al., 2005), the discrimination between the

same harmonic tone complex and band-pass noise as used in the current study was

investigated, when both were presented interaurally out-of-phase within an in-phase

noise masker. The results showed an ability to discriminate between the two signals at

signal-to-masker levels well below monaural detection thresholds. This finding suggests

that within the binaural display, i.e., the internal representation of binaural cues,

information is available about the temporal structure of the out-of-phase signal. An

equalization-cancellation stage (Durlach, 1963; Breebaart et al., 2001) could in principle

provide such information, because it would cancel the noise masker and not the

out-of-phase signal. It would require, however, that within the binaural display, the

capacity to process temporal information is sufficiently good to distinguish between the

signals. The fact that discrimination was possible between the spatial configurations

of the band-pass noise and the harmonic tone complex with periods down to 25 ms

indicates an upper limit for the temporal resolution at the output of a binaural display.

In the current study, an equalization-cancellation stage could remove one of the

two signals in a similar way, allowing for the temporal processing of the other signal.

However, it is not evident how such processing could explain the finding that the

in-phase amplitude-modulated band-pass noise and the harmonic tone complex could

not be distinguished from each other. A possible explanation could be that, for any

internal time delay applied in the equalization stage, the output of the cancellation

stage has only one dominant modulation rate of 20 Hz, while for the out-of-phase

condition, depending on the internal delay, modulation rates of 20 and 40 Hz can be

observed. This difference in modulation rate across the binaural display may facilitate

segregation. However, the glimpsing of signal properties as described above could

provide an alternative explanation for the inability to discriminate between the spatial

configurations of the harmonic tone complex and the in-phase amplitude-modulated

band-pass noise. For this condition, the peaks in the envelopes of both signals

coincide, and the level difference between the maxima of the signals is smaller than

for the nonmodulated condition due to maintaining the same overall level for the

amplitude-modulated band-pass noise. This made the temporal envelopes similar, and
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may have facilitated merging the two signals into one auditory object. Because of the

“discontinuity” of the band-pass noise in between the regular peaks of the composite

signal, there was simply not enough evidence for the presence of a second auditory

object with a different lateralization. Such an explanation would be support for the idea

that monaural analysis of temporal envelopes on perceived continuity of the glimpsed

signal components is required before binaural processing can take place.

4.9 Conclusion

In the current study, the ability to segregate two spectrally and temporally overlapping

signals based on differences in temporal envelope and binaural cues was investigated.

As a measure for segregation ability, threshold interaural time and level differences for

discriminating between the signals’ spatial configurations were measured for various

signal bandwidths, center frequencies, and temporal envelopes. Discrimination based

on interaural level differences was good for all tested conditions, although absolute

thresholds depended on the specific conditions. Discrimination based on interaural

time differences required the signals to cover a bandwidth of at least three contiguous

auditory filters. Manipulations of the temporal envelope for either signal showed that

discrimination based on interaural time differences was only possible when temporal

envelopes were sufficiently different.

For the combination of the two spectrally and temporally overlapping signals,

the long-term interaural cross correlation patterns or the long-term patterns after

equalization-cancellation were indistinguishable. Therefore, the binaural system must

have been capable of processing changes in lateralization cues within the period of the

harmonic tone complex. From the obtained results, it is concluded that the binaural

system required the short-term information, that is “glimpsed” from the monaural

temporal envelopes of each ear, in order to process the binaural information of the

individual signal components. This finding suggests that monaural information from

the temporal envelopes influences the ability to use binaural information to segregate

signal components.
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5 General conclusion

5.1 Objectives and methodology

The research presented in this thesis was aimed at getting a better understanding of

the influences, and possible interactions, of spatial and temporal cues on perceptual

organization of acoustic scenes. In the context of how listeners are able to analyze a

complex auditory scene, the objective was to learn more about the contribution of the

binaural hearing system, which processes the signals’ spatial cues, to the processing of

the signals’ temporal cues (chapters 2 and 3), and about the contribution of temporal

cues to the ability to process the binaural information of concurrent sounds (chapter 4).

In order to assess the contribution of spatial cues to temporal perception

performance, an experimental method from speech perception research was adapted,

based on determining the perceptual center or perceived moment of occurence of

a sound. In the paradigm of these so-called temporal positioning experiments, the

temporal position of a target sound’s onset was judged and manipulated by the

subjects to obtain its desired position relative to a regular series of reference sound

onsets. Establishing the desired positions of the target’s onset for various target sound

parameters allowed comparison of these parameters’ effects on its temporal perception,

although only relative to the reference sounds along the same parametrical dimension.

The parameters used in the current studies were the target’s spatial cues, its sensation

level, and the target and reference sounds’ durations.

Although the applied temporal positioning method was not used before to establish

perceptual centers for other than speech sounds, the results of the positioning

experiments were consistent for all subjects in the various conditions presented to them.

This observation suggests that this method is a valid method for investigating temporal

perception of nonspeech sounds. To enable measurements at low target sensation levels,

in the current adaptation of the method a continuous noise masker was added to the

sequence of reference marker sounds. The level difference between the 76-dB markers

and the 70-dB masker was required for the markers to be perceived clearly and was

more than sufficient to elicit streaming of the markers and the masker into separate

perceptual streams. At this signal-to-noise ratio, no interference in temporal perception

of the markers was expected, as was confirmed by the results of these experiments.
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It may be argued that upon each stimulus presentation the first marker and the

masker, that shared temporal (onset), spectral, and spatial cues, were grouped into

one auditory object before separate streaming of the masker occurred. However, for

these positioning experiments the only purpose of the markers was to impose the

regular temporal pattern of their onsets to which the target’s onset had to be aligned.

The timing of the first marker’s onset was identical to the start of the stimulus and

unambiguously clear. By starting the masker simultaneously with the first marker,

the masker’s onset did not yield an additional timing cue that may have distracted

the subject from perceiving the regular meter of the marker onsets. In addition,

the procedure allowed multiple “looks”, and subjects were quite familiar with the

invariable pattern of marker onsets, that was independent of other experimental

variables throughout the experiments. It is, therefore, unlikely that potential grouping

of the first marker and the masker influenced temporal perception of the target sound’s

onset about midway of the stimulus.

Also, providing feedback to the subjects after each condition can be argued to

have influenced the temporal positioning task so that subjects learned to adjust their

behavior to match the target sound to the physical isochrony of the regular marker

sound series and minimize any possible bias. However, to be able to minimize a possible

bias, the subjects must also have perceived the temporal positions of the onsets of

target and marker sounds as precisely as possible. Given the randomized presentations

of the target’s spatial configuration and target and marker durations for each trial, the

required multiple iterations within each trial to judge and achieve perceptual isochrony,

and the consistency in temporal positioning between subjects (also in conditions that

yielded a significant bias from physical isochrony), it seems unlikely that subjects used

a different strategy for temporally positioning the target than trying to identify the

target and marker onsets as intended in the experimental design.

In order to assess the contribution of temporal cues to binaural processing,

thresholds were measured for discrimination of the spatial configurations of two

temporally and spectrally overlapping sounds that differed in their temporal envelope

structure and had equally-sized directional information to opposite sides of the medial

plane. In these experiments, a three-interval three-alternative forced-choice procedure

with an adaptive variable tracking was used, in which subjects had to distinguish the

target interval containing reversed spatial configurations of the sounds from the spatial

configurations of the sounds in the two reference intervals. The adaptive variable of the
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procedure was an interaural difference in either time or level, to measure the minimum

difference in interaural differences in the two sounds that could lead to discrimination of

their spatial configuration. These thresholds, representing the ability to process binaural

cues, allowed comparison between the effects of the various sounds’ temporal envelopes.

The three-interval three-alternative forced-choice procedure used in the current

experiments is a standard measurement procedure, which is known to yield reliable

threshold estimates despite any possible momentary lapses on the side of the subject.

The obtained discrimination thresholds were taken as a measure for the ability to

segregate the two signals, because it was assumed that the two signals had to be

segregated for the correct discrimination of their spatial configurations. The results of

experiments 2A and 4 in chapter 4 are consistent with the idea that indeed the subjects

segregated and lateralized at least one of the two signals to successfully discriminate

between their spatial configurations.

5.2 Summary of findings

In chapter 2, a study is described that employed temporal positioning experiments, in

which the precision of temporally positioning a noise target’s onset to the regular series

of reference noise onsets was found to be influenced by the target’s sensation level

and interaural differences. For targets presented in quiet, no influence of interaural

differences on the temporal positioning of their onset was observed. With a decrease

of the target sensation level in a masking noise, the temporal positioning precision

of the target’s onset decreased. At equal low target sensation levels, the temporal

positioning precision decreased faster in dichotic than in diotic target conditions. In the

dichotic conditions, the perception of the target could not have resulted from monaural

processing, but only from binaural unmasking. From the results of these experiments,

the observed degradation of temporal perception precision close to the threshold in

these binaural unmasking conditions, compared to the temporal perception precision

in the diotic conditions at equal low sensation levels, was seen as a consequence of the

required binaural processing of the applied interaural differences for the unmasking.

In chapter 3, a second study using the same paradigm is presented, in which

various combinations of different durations for the target and reference sounds were

applied. This study supported the conclusions from the study presented in chapter 2

about the influence of interaural differences on temporal positioning precision. For
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sounds presented in quiet, no systematic influence of interaural differences or duration

on temporal positioning of their onset was observed. For sounds presented at equal

low sensation levels, temporal positioning precision was found to degrade generally.

Relative to the detection threshold, the decrease in temporal positioning precision was

greater in dichotic conditions than in diotic conditions, and greater for larger duration

sounds. From the results of these experiments, the absolute signal and masker levels

and the difference in spatial cues between signal and masker were found to be the

determining factors for the critical level below which the temporal perception precision

degraded, independent of the sound’s duration. Because the detection threshold of the

sound varied with its spatial configuration and duration, temporal positioning precision

degraded at a different sensation level for each of the lateralization conditions (as

observed in the study presented in chapter 2) and durations (as observed in the study

presented in chapter 3).

Furthermore, this study also addressed the question of whether the dissociation of

the perceived onset from the physical onset, as observed for diotic signals, is influenced

by interaural differences of the sound. For sounds presented in quiet, the perceived onset

shifted systematically into the “interior” of the sound with an increase in duration,

relative to the perceived onset for the shorter-duration sounds used, regardless of

interaural differences. From this finding, it was concluded that a sound’s perceived

onset is an intrinsic property, independent of the perceived location of the sound.

In chapter 4, a study is presented that measured the ability to segregate two

spectrally and temporally overlapping signals based on differences in temporal envelope

and binaural cues. The signals were a harmonic tone complex with 20-Hz fundamental

frequency and a band-pass noise, presented with equally-sized directional information

to opposite sides of the medial plane. As a measure for the ability to segregate the

two signals, threshold interaural time and level differences for discriminating between

the signals’ spatial configurations were obtained for various signal bandwidths, center

frequencies, and temporal envelope structures. Discrimination based on interaural level

differences was good for all tested bandwidths (although thresholds depended on the

specific conditions). Discrimination based on interaural time differences required the

sounds to cover at least three contiguous auditory filters. Manipulations of temporal

envelope structures for either the harmonic tone complex or the band-pass noise showed

that the temporal envelopes of the two signals needed to be sufficiently different for

discrimination of their spatial configuration to be successful.
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The long-term interaural cross correlation patterns or the long-term patterns after

equalization-cancellation for this particular combination of spectrally and temporally

overlapping sounds did not provide any directional information about the two

constituent sounds, because their interaural differences were equal but pointed to

opposite sides of the medial plane. The binaural system must, therefore, have been

capable of processing interaural differences over short periods of time where one of the

two sounds was dominant in the temporal envelopes of the composite signals at each ear,

and track across time the signals components with identical spatial cues. In conditions

where discrimination was not possible, the temporal envelopes of the individual sounds

were too similar and such short periods did not occur systematically in the temporal

envelopes of the combined sounds. From the obtained results, it was concluded that the

binaural system uses the short-term information, that is “glimpsed” from the monaural

temporal envelopes of each ear, to process the binaural information of the individual

signal components across time. This finding suggests that monaural information from

the temporal envelopes of the composite signals at each ear influences the ability to

use binaural information to segregate the constituent signal components.

5.3 Practical implications

These findings reveal some practical implications of the perception of temporal and

spatial cues in the context of the perceptual organization of concurrent sounds. In

chapter 1, accurate temporal perception was argued to be essential to the grouping of

signal components into auditory objects. This temporal perception precision was shown

to degrade below a certain signal-to-noise ratio, and to be influenced by the sound’s

spatial configuration. The actual size of the degradation correlates inversely with the

signal-to-noise ratio of the sound.

Therefore, if the signal-to-noise ratio gets below this critical level due to the

presence of acoustic energy from other sources, the temporal window for grouping

signal components’ onsets into an auditory object is enlarged due to the degradation

of temporal precision. A broader time window has an increased probability to include

one or more onsets from other sources in the acoustic scene. Signal components then

generally become more difficult to group by their temporal cues. For instance, it may

take more time before conclusive evidence for their grouping is gathered and an auditory

object can be formed. The signal components of a new source may be prevented from
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grouping, and remain part of the acoustic scene until other evidence is gathered for the

existence of the source. This may be a contributing factor to the decrease of speech

intelligibility in noisy environments, where precise temporal perception of transients is

required for the segregation of speech signals from the acoustic complex.

Also, signal components of multiple sources that exhibit onsets within the enlarged

temporal window may be incorrectly grouped into a single auditory object. For example,

when several instruments in an orchestra play the same melodic line, they are likely

to be perceived as one auditory object, instead of each individual instrument as a

separate auditory object, although they may be clearly distinguishable when heard

together without the rest of the orchestra.

When concurrent sounds are spectrally overlapping, like in a crowded cocktail

party, and no (or very little) information about the sound sources can be derived

along the spectral dimension, the perceptual organization may become even more

difficult. If temporal onset cues cannot be perceived precisely (e.g., due to a degraded

precision in temporal perception as described) or if they are lacking (e.g., due to a

synchronously-gated temporal envelope as from opening the door to get to the party),

only the information from the ongoing temporal envelopes of the composite signal is

available for discriminating between its constituent elements. However, in contrast to

the hypothetical situations of the laboratory experiments described in this thesis, in

natural environments the interaural differences in time and level are never perceived

in isolation. Together, these interaural differences efficiently facilitate spatial release

from masking for signal components with different directional information, and allow

tracking across time of these signals components, that are dominant in the temporal

envelope for brief periods of time, to form a perceptual unity, the auditory object.
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Summary

In environments with many concurrent sound sources, it is often possible to hear out

individual sounds and identify their sources. To accomplish this perceptual organization

of the sound sources, listeners analyze the mixture of sounds to estimate the constituent

components that correspond to one acoustic sound source. Signal components that

are likely to come from the same source are grouped into an auditory object, that

is segregated from the acoustic complex. The grouping of signal components into

sources is based on identifying shared features of the components, like common spectral

cues (the same fundamental frequency or frequency modulation), temporal cues (the

same temporal envelope), or spatial cues (the same interaural differences). When

signal components’ onsets fall within such a time window that they are perceived

as being synchronous, the components are combined to form a new auditory object,

that is monitored across time on cues that sustain their grouping. Given that spatial

cues are inherent to every sound and already present at the onset, and that they

enhance detection of a sound by a spatial release from masking, it is unclear whether

and how much temporal perception depends on the presence of spatial cues. The

research presented here addressed the contribution of the binaural hearing system,

which processes a sound’s spatial cues, to the processing of its temporal cues, and the

contribution of the sounds’ temporal cues to the processing of their spatial cues.

In order to assess the contribution of spatial cues to temporal perception,

experiments were conducted in which the temporal position of a target sound’s onset

was controlled by the subjects to find its desired position relative to a regular series

of reference sound onsets. Manipulation of the target’s interaural differences, its

sensation level, and the target and reference sounds’ durations allowed comparison

of their effects on temporal perception of the target’s onset. The main finding was

that temporal perception precision degraded below a critical level, depending on the

absolute target and masker levels and the difference in spatial configuration between

target and masker that facilitated perception at much lower signal-to-noise ratios. The

implication of a sound’s signal-to-noise ratio getting below this critical level is that,

when the temporal window for grouping signal components’ onsets is enlarged due to

the degraded precision, there is an increased probability for signal components to be

grouped incorrectly into an auditory object, or to be prevented from grouping into
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a new auditory object and remain part of the acoustic complex until other evidence

is gathered for the existence of their source. This may be a contributing factor to

the decrease of speech intelligibility in noisy environments, where precise temporal

perception of transients is required for the processing of speech signals.

In order to assess the contribution of temporal cues to binaural processing,

thresholds were measured for discrimination between the spatial configurations of two

sounds that had identical spectral range and onset and offset times, but differed in

their temporal envelope structure and had equally-sized directional information to

opposite sides of the medial plane. The measured minimum interaural differences

in time or level at which the sounds’ spatial configurations could successfully be

discriminated represented the ability to process binaural cues, and allowed comparison

between the effects of the various manipulations of bandwidths, center frequencies, and

temporal envelopes to the sounds. The main findings were that discrimination based

on interaural level differences was good for all tested conditions (although absolute

thresholds depended on the specific conditions), and that discrimination based on

interaural time differences was only possible when the temporal envelopes of the sounds

were sufficiently different. The binaural system must, therefore, have been capable

of processing the interaural differences within short periods of time when one of the

sounds was dominant in the monaural temporal envelopes of the combined signals at

each ear. Analysis of the monaural temporal envelopes influences the ability to use

the binaural information to separate individual signal components, and allow tracking

across time of the signals components with identical spatial cues to form a perceptual

unity, the auditory object. In conditions where discrimination was not possible, the

temporal envelopes of the individual sounds were too similar and such periods did

not occur systematically in the temporal envelopes of the combined sounds. This

finding suggests that a monaural analysis of a composite signal’s temporal envelope

is a prerequisite for the binaural processing of the constituent signal components’

interaural time differences. The implication is that, if the signals’ temporal envelopes

are too similar, their signal components may not be correctly grouped into separate

and individually lateralized auditory objects, but remain fused as a single object with

an averaged spatial image.



Samenvatting

In omgevingen met veel gelijktijdige geluiden is het vaak mogelijk om de individuele

geluiden te horen en hun bronnen te herkennen. Voor deze perceptuele organisatie

van geluidsbronnen analyseren luisteraars het samengestelde geluid om de elementen

ervan, die corresponderen met een bron, te bepalen. Signaalcomponenten die geacht

worden van dezelfde bron te komen worden gegroepeerd in een auditief object,

dat vervolgens wordt gescheiden van het samengestelde geluid. Het groeperen van

componenten uit het geluidssignaal naar hun bronnen is gebaseerd op het vaststellen van

gedeelde eigenschappen, zoals gezamelijke spectrale (dezelfde grondtoon of modulatie),

temporele (dezelfde omhullende) of ruimtelijke eigenschappen (dezelfde interaurale

verschillen). Wanneer componenten in zo’n kort tijdvenster beginnen dat hun start als

synchroon wordt ervaren, worden zij gecombineerd in een nieuw auditief object, dat in

de tijd wordt gevolgd op verdere aanwijzingen die de groepering ondersteunen. Gegeven

dat ruimtelijke eigenschappen inherent zijn aan ieder geluid, al aanwezig zijn bij de start

en ruimtelijke ontmaskering van geluiden bewerkstelligen, is het niet duidelijk of, en hoe

temporele waarneming afhangt van de aanwezigheid van ruimtelijke informatie. Het hier

beschreven onderzoek beschouwt de bijdrage van het binaurale gehoorsysteem, dat de

ruimtelijke eigenschappen van geluiden verwerkt, aan het verwerken van hun temporele

eigenschappen, en de bijdrage van de temporele eigenschappen van geluiden aan het

verwerken van hun ruimtelijke eigenschappen.

Om de bijdrage van ruimtelijke eigenschappen aan temporele waarneming te bepalen

werden experimenten uitgevoerd waarbij de temporele positie van een testgeluid

werd gestuurd door proefpersonen, om de voorkeurspositie te vinden in verhouding

tot een regelmatige serie van referentiegeluiden. Manipulatie van de ruimtelijke

eigenschappen, het sensatieniveau en de duren van test- en referentiegeluiden maakte

vergelijking van hun effect op temporele waarneming mogelijk. De belangrijkste

bevinding is dat de precisie van de temporele waarneming afneemt onder een bepaalde

niveau, afhankelijk van het absolute niveau van het test- en maskeergeluid en

het verschil in ruimtelijke eigenschappen tussen deze geluiden, dat waarneming op

veel lagere signaal-maskeerderverhouding toestaat. De implicatie is dat, wanneer de

signaal-maskeerderverhouding van een geluid onder dit niveau komt, het tijdvenster

voor het groeperen van de start van signaalcomponenten groter wordt door de
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verminderde precisie. Daardoor is er een grotere kans dat componenten in een verkeerd

auditief object worden gegroepeerd, of zelfs worden weerhouden van groeperen in een

nieuw auditief object totdat voldoende aanwijzingen voor het bestaan van de bron zijn

gevonden. Dit kan een bijdragende factor zijn in de afname van spraakverstaanbaarheid

in rumoerige omgevingen, waar precieze temporele waarneming van overgangen

noodzakelijk is voor de verwerking van spraak.

Om de bijdrage van temporele eigenschappen aan binaurale waarneming te bepalen

werden drempels gemeten voor discriminatie van de ruimtelijke configuratie van twee

gelijktijdige geluiden met dezelfde spectrale eigenschappen, maar met verschillende

temporele omhullenden en ruimtelijke informatie naar tegenovergestelde richting ten

opzichte van het mediale vlak. De gemeten minimale interaurale verschillen in tijd

of niveau waarop deze geluiden nog gediscrimineerd konden worden representeren het

vermogen om binaurale eigenschappen te verwerken. Zo konden de effecten worden

vergeleken van de manipulaties van bandbreedte, centrale frequentie en temporele

omhullenden van de geluiden. De belangrijkste bevindingen waren dat discriminatie

gebaseerd op interaurale niveauverschillen goed was in alle condities (weliswaar

afhankelijk van de manipulatie), en dat discriminatie gebaseerd op interaurale

tijdverschillen alleen mogelijk was als de temporele omhullenden voldoende verschillend

waren. Daarvoor moet het binaurale systeem in staat zijn geweest de interaurale

verschillen te verwerken gedurende korte perioden waarin één van de geluiden dominant

was in de temporele omhullenden van de gecombineerde geluiden aan ieder oor.

Analyze van de monaurale temporele omhullenden bëınvloed het vermogen om

deze eigenschappen te gebruiken voor het scheiden van individuele componenten,

en ondersteunt het volgen over langere perioden van de componenten met dezelfde

ruimtelijke eigenschappen om zo een perceptuele eenheid te vormen, het auditief object.

In condities waarin discriminatie niet mogelijk was waren de temporele omhullenden

van de geluiden te gelijkvorming en kwamen zulke perioden niet systematisch voor in de

temporele omhullenden van de gecombineerde geluiden. Dit suggereert dat monaurale

analyse van samengestelde geluiden een voorwaarde is voor het binauraal verwerken

van de interaurale tijdverschillen van de componenten. De implicatie hiervan is dat,

als de temporele omhullenden van geluiden te gelijkvormig zijn, hun componenten niet

correct in aparte en individueel gelateraliseerde auditieve objecten gegroepeerd worden,

maar gefuseerd blijven in één object met een gemiddeld ruimtelijk beeld.
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